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Special education services may involve a variety of placement options for students with

identified educational disabilities. Settings vary based on the extent to which students with
disabilities receive their education alongside general education peers. Federal law mandates that
students with disabilities experience access to general education peers and curricula to the
greatest extent possible. Also, research supports the benefits of general education placement

for

students with a variety of disabilities. This study examines the inclusion courses at a school in
suburban Minneapolis, developed to provide a general education experience for students
special needs. Specifically,

with

it examines the practices teachers utilize as a general educator and a

special educator work collaboratively with a group of diverse students. Through open-ended

interviewing, six educators involved in co-teaching (three general educators and three special
educators) shared their perspectives on their inclusion courses, including ideas for irnproving

current strategies and techniques. Numerous themes emerged concerning daily experiences in
co-taught, inclusive classes. The results include ten action steps that could be implemented in
order to mitigate negative aspects of present practices. Findings also include perspectives on the

overall functions of special education for students with exceptional needs, and ways in which
inclusive settings may support the achievement of these academic, social and practical purposes.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION AI-ID ORIGIN
Janelle is a seventh grade student at Example Middle School in suburban Minneapolis.
She is a creative and unique

individual with a vivid imagination. Janelle has been identified to

receive special education services to address her learning difficulties and problems with her

behavior. On this typical school day, Janelle stops at her locker and gathers her books for math
class. She weaves through the maze of her peers and arrives at class in a timely fashion. Janelle
greets her teachers and finds her seat. One of Janelle's teachers, a special education teacher
named Jennifer, calls the class to attention while the other, a general education teacher named

Karen, circulates to collect assigned homework. The lesson proceeds and Janelle attentively

listens. Jennifer and Karen may each take time during the lesson to check in with Janelle to
make sure she comprehends new concepts and participates in assigned tasks.

General Backgrrcund
The situation described is an example of co-teaching in an inclusive setting. Co-teaching
is a strategy in which a special education teacher and a general education teacher work together
to instruct students with varied levels of need. Some students in this tlpe of course have an

Individual Education Plan (IE,P) outlining their special education services, while others are
considered general education learners. The overall purpose of inclusion courses is to meet the
needs of special education students while they maintain connections to their general education
peers.

Inclusion classes at Example Middle School began in the fall of 2003, and currently
continue as a scheduling option for general education learners, as well as learners with

exceptionalities. Special and general educators teach groups of students with a variety of needs,
including many with special education labels.
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The
Purnose of this Study
+
My research addresses many current issues related to inclusion courses at Example
Middle School. This research is necessary because inclusion classes are problematic for many
teachers, influencing sfudent experiences. Teachers express confusion concerning their roles and

responsibilities. Also, cortmunication between special and general educators is limited.
Students with special needs involving behavior problems are grouped together to attend inclusion
classes, resulting

these challenges

in challenges for teachers. My observation and engagement in grappling with

initially incited my interest in researching the improvement of co-teaching in

inclusive courses.
In conducting my research, I hoped to determine ways in which inclusion classes at
Example Middle School could be improved. Thus, I have maintained a focus on this specific
setting and on the concerns most paramount to staff members involved in inclusion teaching. An

underlying goal of myresearch has been that educators engaged in co- teaching would be able to
offer ideas concerning what would help them in their practice.

Guiding Ouestions
The question that ultimately drives this research

is: How can general

and special

educators work together to ensure that all students learn and accomplish their goals in inclusion

classes? As I explored teacher perspectives on the current situation in inclusion classes, I hoped

to determine recomrnendations to improve staff attifudes on inclusion and the effectiveness of
this model at Example Middle School. Numerous sub-questions emerged from this umbrella

question. These included an exploration of the problems with the current inclusion teaching

situation. Questions included:
How do staff members feel about the way inclusion classes are implemented at
Example Middle School?
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What could address current negative feelings?

At the moment, what are the most prorninent strengths

and weaknesses of the

inclusion prograrnming that is occurring?
How might the weaknesses be addressed and subsequently mitigated?
What needs to occur in order for the current strengths to continue?

What is the role of the special educator and the general educator in daily teaching
practice?
Is there a need for collaborative planning time?

During the data collection process, numerous additional questions emerged through the
communication of informants as they offered their personal perspectives. Questions extended
into broader concepts related to the purposes of special education services for students,
systematic aspects of current practices, and the relevance of labeling.
De

liurita tio

ns _a_nd L

imita tio ns

This study was based on the perspectives of faculty members currently participating in
co-teaching in inclusion courses at Example Middle School. In order to allow for feasibility and

to focus the scope of this sfudy, perspectives of students, parents and administrators were not
explored at this time. However, discoveries made concerning staff perspectives may provide a

preliminary basis upon which fuither study may take place.
Significance of the .Stud),
The most significant impact this study may have is that of improving the inclusion
courses at Example Middle School through a revision of co-teaching practices. The findings

my research identify ways through which teacher roles and responsibilities may be more
adequately defined to alleviate the current confusion.

of

3
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In that this research was conducted through an action-oriented model, the ultimate
pu{pose of this study was to identify and address particular problems within a specified setting,

that of Example Middle School. Thus, the research findings are most significant within this
venue and for individuals currently engaged in co-teaching in inclusion courses. In an action-

oriented research study, understanding cannot be achieved independent of its context, time and
place (Small & Uttal, 2005).

Settins and Partic iuanB
Example Middle School serves all sixth through eighth grade students within a suburban
school district. This dishict is relatively small and is located in close proximity to Mirureapolis

Public Schools. The school demographic is very diverse, although there is little racial diversity
among the staffmembers. At the close of the school year in June,2006, students of color

composed53% of the total population, while less than lo/' of the educational staff werepeople of

color. The school houses numerous programs including pre-advanced placement courses, special
education courses, extra-curricular activities, and numerous others. Inclusion courses are offered
to provide students with disabilities access to the general curriculum and their non-disabled

peers. The inclusion courses differ from general courses in that a special education staff member
is present on a daily basis in an inclusion course. In addition, inclusion courses involve a greater

number of students with special education labels, ranging from 4 to 14 students per class. Many
sfudents rotate between general and inclusion courses over the course of their daily schedules.

The individuals serving as informants in this study are teachers ranging in age from 24 to
51

. Fifteen teachers were approached

to participate in the study and the first six consenting

individuals became the participating informants. This sampling process did not lead to the
composition of a subject group that is representative of all educators involved in inclusion

Effective Co-teaching Practices
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teaching. Rather, it provided a group of individuals who were willing to invest time in offering
ideas for the possible improvement of staff attitudes toward inclusion and co-teaching practices.
C,ontext,ual

Information: A Spegific Look at Inclusion.

C.ourses

Special education services for students at Example Middle School within the levels

of

one (20% or less of the day spent in special education classes) or two (21-60% of the day spent

in special education classes) consist of the options of functional, resource, inclusion, or general
courses. Functional courses are designed for students who are more than two years behind their
age-level peers in terms of skills development, as determined by assessment information.
Resource courses are designed for students who are behind their age-level peers in terms of skills

development by one to two years. The term 'skills development' refers to their acad.emic skills,
and the functional and resource courses are designed to instruct students with disabilities in

specific areas of academic need. These courses do not involve the general education peers of the
students with learning disabilities.

The next option for students who are near to the abilities of their age-level peers is a
course entitled

"inclusion." The actual name of the courses in the database of courses options

would read "Inclusion English," "Inclusion Math," "Inclusion Social Studies," etc. The word

"inclusion" indicates that a special education staff member, whether it is a teacher or a
paraprofessional, is assigned to attend the course on a daily basis. In the cases in which a special
education teacher is involved in the inclusion course, the class is considered to be "co-taught"
through the collaboration of the two licensed educators. The student population would then
consist of students with special needs, as well as their non-disabled peers. Numbers vary as to

how many students with special needs are included in each of the inclusion courses. The final
option for students is a general classroom in which no additional staff person is present. Thus,
the students in this setting are most often expected to be at a relatively independent level in the
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subject area and interventions for academics or behavior would be implemented by the general
teacher with the support of special educators as consultants.

The level of services examined in this research is that of the inclusion course. At this

level, sfudents are considered more independent in their academic abilities or behavior than
students enrolled in resource or functional, separate special education courses. These students
are not considered to be as independent or

do not have an additional educator present.

proficient as students enrolled in general courses that
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CHAPTERT\ilG
LITERATURE REVIEIUfl
An examination of existing literature provides insights on the history of special education
and the movement toward more inclusive environments for individuals with exceptional needs.

In addition, it is of note to identiff current practices and the significance of the federal mandate
that student placement involve consideration of the least restrictive environment. Definitions

of

inclusion from varied sources exist and differ in some respects. Positive outcomes of inclusive
education for students have also been explored, and this is of particular relevance to this

research. In addition, documented practices in current co-teaching are also of interest.

The History of Service s for People with Special Needs
Prior to discussing effective practices in inclusive settings, it is significant to examine the
historical and legal foundations for such placement for students with special needs. This
provides a rationale for the provision of inclusive settings that address needs while ensuring
connections to the general education population. In the past, individuals with special needs have
been separated from general society. Over time, progressive understanding has resulted in a
greater level of inclusion and access to general communities for people with disabilities.

Looking to the past, it is of interest to view some of the earlier strategies for supporting
individuals with disabilities. One moment in time involves the institutionalization of individuals

with mental illness and those with mental retardation (Cranston-Gingas et. Al., 2001). In
considering the process through which these individuals came to be served in institutions, it is

of

note that numerous individuals served as advocates, stating that people with disabilities would be
best served in this situation. These advocates were successful in gaining public support and

developing institutions that later, in many instances, became monstrosities where people were
abused and neglected in what came to be known as "snake pits" or "purgatory" (Blatt

& Kaplan,
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B

in Cranston-Gingras et. al, 2001). The movement involved generally well-meaning

people striving to enact positive changes for people with disabilities. In actuality, they
developed a system that quickly became very harrnful.
The legacy of institutionalization and the harmful treatment of individuals with

disabilities is something that is known by many professionals in the field of special education
and human services. Indeed, special education has been tainted by insensitive and harmful

practices such as racially biased assessments and placement policies. Also, cruel practices, such
as subjecting persons

with disabilities to substandard conditions in institutions, group homes, and

the like, and using harsh aversives such as electric shock and isolation as methods to control
behavior, have all beenpart ofthe history of special education (Cranston-Gingras et. a1.,2001).
As the reputation of institutions declined, public attention gradually turned to the rights

of

individuals with disabilities. The work of theorist Wolf Wolfensberger gained vast acclaim at
this time, particularly his assertions of the premise of 'normalization' for persons with

disabilities, defined

as

:

The utilisation of means which are as culturally normative as possible in order to establish
and/or maintain behaviours and characteristics which are as culturally normative as possible.

(Wolfensberger,

197 2).

The practice of institutionalization abruptly differed from the idea of 'cultural normalcy'
suggested by Wolfensberger with regards to the support of individuals with disabilities. This

work took on specific importance when compounded with the developing negative public
perception of institutions.
As public attention turned toward the problems with the institutionalization of individuals

with disabilities, lawmakers took note of these issues as well. At this tirne, after the middle of
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the 20th century, it was widely thought that society began to develop a more egalitarian ethic, as
evidenced by the . . . development of national policies to reduce institutional dependency

(Cranston-Gingras et. a1., 2001). It was at this point that a movement for the inclusion

of

individuals with exceptional needs flourished, along with the passage of legislation related to
these premises. Policies, reflecting a new vision

of care and education, supported integrated

cofirmunity programs as alternatives to institutionalization, and inclusion in education as opposed
to pull-out programs (Cranston-Gingras et. A1., 2001).

Public Law No. 94-142 initiallypassed in 1975, was entitled the Education forAIl
Handicapped Children's Act, and has been further clarified through the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), passed in 1990 andrenewed in 1997 and 2004 (Idol,2006).

It is the basis for the system that continues today for students with identified special needs.
Public Law No. 94-142 codified categories of exceptionality and processes related to the service
of children and youth with disabilities in the public schools, as well as relatively clear
educational process expectations at the federal and state levels for these individuals (Crockett &
Mostert, 2000). Under this legislation, the education of students with disabilities needed to be as

inclusive as possihle. Thus, Public Law No. 94-742, in theory, radicallytransformed educational
approaches and considerations for children and youth with disabilities and resulted in profound
dep artures fr

om previous educ ational confi gurations.

The Present Face of Special Education Services
Currently, some would argue that special education services have improved kemendously
over recent decades. Consider some examples of what our field has achieved: highly visible
professional and parental advocacy for children and youth with disabilities, solid legal
safeguards and policies that ensure them access to a free and meaningful education, more

effective educational interventions that increase the potential for children with disabilities to
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participate in and contribute to their schools and communities, and in general, unprecedented
levels of social and societal acceptance ofpeople with disabilities (Crockett & Mostert,2000).
These achievements are indeed notable and differ abruptly from the previous movement to

institutionalize individuals with exceptionalities and subsequently deliver sub-standard care.
However, many issues continue to plague special education. An example of a current
issue related to systematic inequities is that of racially biased assessment tools and placement

policies, a prominent aspect of special education's negative history. At present, the education

of

students with special needs continues to show a complete disregard for the lack of appropriate
services for minority groups (Grant, 2005). On a nationwide level, African American students
are particularly overrepresented

within special education populations. According to C.S.

Samuels:

Nationally, black students are overrepresented in certain special education categories
compared with the student population as a whole, according to a 2003 report to Congress by
the U.S. Department of Education's office of special education programs . . . about 11.3

percent of black students are considered emotionally disturbed, compared to 8.1 percent

overall (2005, p. 3).
We may therefore conclude that although there have been significant gains in the area of serving
students with exceptionalities, there are also areas demanding vast improvement, particularly

with regards to the over-identification of disabilities among African American students.
Current law regarding special education services centers on the concept of the "Least
Restrictive Environment." The predominant theory driving inclusion courses is the idea that

providing students with access to the general curriculum and their non-disabled peers enhances
their educational opportunities and prevents them from being segregated and exposed only to a
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marginal education. The law supports this principle as it mandates careful consideration of
placement for students, particularly when this involves separating them from general education

peers. Specifically, Public Law 94-142

states that:

. . . to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped children in public or private institutions

or other care facilities are educated with children who are not handicapped, and that separate
classes, special schooling, or the removal of handicapped children from the regular

educational environment occurs only when the nature or severity of the handicap is such that
education in regular classes cannot be achieved satisfactorily . . . (Burgdorf, 1980, p.221).

It is of note that

as P-L. 94-142 has been revised and reinstated, the tenet

of "least restrictive

environment" has endured as stated with slight changes to the language of the law.
Essentially, the law mandates that to the greatest extent possible and appropriate, students

with disabilities will be educated in settings in which they are included with their non-disabled
peers. This has broad implications for the field of special education and decisions about student
placement. This principle has been a cornerstone of federal legislation concerning students with
disabilities since its inception (Braaten et al., 1995). We thus discover that federal law places
importance on the inclusion of students with special needs in the general classroom to the
greatest extent possible. Co-taught inclusion courses may provide the venue in which this

federal mandate may be upheld for students with disabilities.

Definitions of Inclus ion
Numerous definitions of inclusion currently exist. The interpretation of the term

inclusion may be somewhat dependent upon the personal philosophies, beliefs and experiences
of the interpreter. All definitions generally focus on the placement of students with exceptional
needs among their general education peers. The extent and nature of their involvement in the

general education classroom may vary-

Augsburg Coliege Library
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One way to define inclusion is simply the complete delivery of special education services

within the general setting. This definition, also known as fuIl inclusion, is described further by
Idol (1997 , p. 4):
In the inclusive school, all students are educated within general education programs.
Inclusion is when a student with special leaming and/or behavioral needs is educated full
time in the general education program. Essentially, inclusion means that the student with
special education needs is attending the general school program, enrolled in age-appropriate
classes, 100% of the school day.

The totality of educational experiences involves general education classes under this definition.

This differs from the concept of 'mainstreaming,' a term of previous prominence which is
differentiated from 'inclusion' as follows:
Inclusion is when students with disabilities receive their entire academic curriculum in the
general education program. This is different from mainstreaming, which is when students

with disabilities spend aportion of their school day in the general educationprogram and

a

portion in a separate special education program (Idol, 1997 , p. 4).
Thus, students involved in mainstreaming would be included in only some general education
courses and would have separate courses for other time segments during the day.
Others define the idea of inclusion more broadly, applyrng this term to classes which

involve both students with special education services and general education students. Inclusion
has been defined as the provision

of appropriate instruction for students with disabilities in the

general classroom (Choate, 1997, as cited in Lamar-Dukes

& Dukes,2005). This simple

definition does not specifywhether inclusive service deliveryneeds to be forthe entiretyof the
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day, or whether it could apply to situations in which students spend time in both general and
separate settings.

Over the course of my research process, informants often grappled with the idea

of

defining inclusion. I have selected not to determine a specific definition for inclusion as it
relates to this body of research. I also neglected to interject this definition as informants
discussed their confusion concerning a definition for inclusion. Rather, through an open-ended

exploration of defining inclusion, I gathered further information concerning the perspectives of

informants. These perspectives were gathered in light of the aforementioned definitions offered
by researchers, and a composite definition emerged.

Outcomes of.Inclusive

E

ducation

Research has confirmed the positive outcomes of inclusive educational practices. In a

longitudinal, qualitative study examining how special education students view themselves in
both segregated and inclusive settings, the resulting data clearly support inclusive schooling
practices (Fitch, 2003). Inclusive schooling was seen to have a profound and positive impact on
the lives of the included students (Fitch, 2003). In another qualitative investigation of students in

inclusive settings, as opposed to segregated special education settings, it was found that inclusive
education resulted in more positive social relationships befween students with and without

disabilities (Bunch & Valeo, 2004). Thus, we find that positive outcomes may be expected from
inclusive education programs for students.
Although research has confirmed positive aspects of inclusive education, it is

a

practice

that is not free from opposition and controversy. For example, some critics argue that students

with pronounced behavior problems resulting from their disabilities may not succeed in an
inclusive setting and may detract from the education of other students. ln fact, the inclusion of
students with ernotional and behavioral disabilities has lagged behind the general movement
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toward the inclusion of all students with exceptional needs (Heath et a1., 2004). This may be an
unfortunate fact in that inclusion may benefit students with emotional and behavioral disorders to
a great

extent. A study was conducted utilizing both qualitative and quantitative measures to

analyze student and teacher perspectives in an inclusive and a separate special education setting

for students with emotional and behavioral disorders. The findings revealed that students with
emotional and behavioral disorders functioned as well in the inclusive classroom as they did in
the separate setting, and the students in the inclusive setting self-reported lower levels

of

depressive symptoms (Heath et al., 2004). The aforementioned students in the inclusive setting
also showed significant improvement in their negative behaviors (Heath at al., 2004).

We find that both federal legislation and the results of research confirm the importance
and value of inclusive education from a theoretical standpoint. Therefore, the effective

implementation of inclusion courses may have positive results for students. There may be
numerous outcomes of inclusive schooling for students with special needs. While some continue
to argue for the advantages of maintaining segregated special education settings, there is
increasing recognition of the long-term social and academic cost of segregation as well as the
benefits of full inclusion for all students (Freeman and Alkin, 2000). This, compounded with
current legislation regarding services for students with special needs, provides a firm rationale

for a movement toward inclusion.
Another aspect of current practice in special education related to inclusion of students

with special education services is that of student labeling. The current special education system
dernands that students qualify for a label

within a categorical framework in order to receive

services. The label becomes the modus through which student needs are assessed and addressed.
Labeling has been a topic of controversy within the field, for numerous reasons. In addition,
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labels may limit the extent to which students with special needs share in the experiences of their
general education peers.

A qualitative study examining the perspectives of eleven students in urban schools sought
to capture the perspectives of students with labels in both separate and inclusive placements.
This body of research revealed positive social outcomes for students within the general setting.
When integrated students became members of inclusive classroom corlmunities, they
constructed a relatively confident, hopeful sense of themselves as legitimate participants in the
mainstream of school culture (Fitch,2003). Thus, they felt more aligned to general education
students and shared in general school experiences. In contrast, among segregated sfudents, this
degree of hope, confidence and belonging never really emerged (Fitch, 2003). It is of note that
students who achieved membership within inclusive classroom corlmunities were not considered
separate, labeled students unnaturally imposed upon the general setting. Rather, students were

natural members of the classroom environment.
Perspectives on labeling students also emerged through this study. While a traditionalist

view rnay identify individuals with disabilities as essentially different, inclusive ideologies
purport that human commonalities cut across socially constructed categories of race, class,
gender, sexual orientation and

disability; In turn, traditionalists may feel that disability labels are

inevitable, objective, fair and beneficial while inclusive ideologies suggest that it is unnecessary
and damaging to publicly label and group people according to how they differ from the norm

(Fitch, 2003). The inclusive perspective on labeling is decidedly conclusive as to their
dekimental effects. The utmost conclusion of the research was that transformations in discourse
and material structures make a positive and powerful difference in the way students involved in

special education construct identityand make sense of their experience (Fitch,2003). While
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labeling students may be an essentiat aspect of traditional special education designs, as well

as

current special education law, an inclusive approach does not identify student differences
through labeling.
Curre nt

C-o- teac

hing Practic es

Currently, there is a growing number of students with disabilities included in general
education class environments (U.S. Department of Education, as cited in Mastropieri et al.,

2005). As more students with disabilities are included in general classrooms, there has been an
increase in the practice of co-teaching, although data verifying the effectiveness of this practice

is extremely limited (Zigmond & Magiera, 2001). This directly relates to the situation at
Example Middle School in that numerous educators question the effectiveness of inclusion
courses, particularly in the absence of role definition and training on this

tlpe of instruction.

Teacher collaboration is widely considered a means through which students with a

variety of needs may be optimally educated. According to Pugach and Johnson:
In collaborative working environments, teachers have the potential to create the collective
capacity for initiating and sustaining ongoing improvement in their professional practice so
each student they serve ciilr receive the highest quality of education possible (Pugach

&

Johnson,2002, p. 6).

This supports the increase of co-teaching in current educational environments. The potential for
optimal services for students currently exists. The extent to which this potential may be realized
may depend on the willingness of educators to engage in adjusted practices required by a

collaborative approach. In a longitudinal study utilizing both qualitative and quantitative
methodologies, educators were encouraged to engage in the implementation of new practices

involving collaboration with other teachers- The results of this study revealed that particular
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factors influenced the extent to which teachers adopted and effectively utilized new practices
based on collaboration. The conclusion stated:
Teachers who had a strong knowledge base to build on, who were able to consider the needs

of individual students while responding to the whole class, and whose beliefs closely aligned

with the inno.vations we presented seemed to understand how to adopt new strategies - . .
teachers who experienced dissonance in their beliefs, who could not make the needs

individual students

a

of

priority, or who lacked prerequisite knowledge struggled in their

attempts to use and adopt a strategy, and were

likely to abandon it. (Brownell et. a1., 2006, p.

182).

Thus, specific factors such as teacher knowledge base, a focus on students as individuals, and

philosophical beliefs may support effective collaboration and inclusion of all students.
Although this speaks to the qualities needed by teachers involved in co-teaching, this
does not offer information on specific strategies and models which may be implemented.

A

specific model for optimal co-teaching practices may not exist at this time. According to
research published in May of 2005 compiling the results of several long-term qualitative studies
on co-teaching, there is a lack of consensus on the specific features of this model, including the
precise roles and responsibilities of both general and special education teachers and the best way

to measure the effectiveness of co-teaching (Mastropieri et a1.,2005). As teachers maypossess
requisite qualities to successful collaboration, they may lack knowledge conceming their roles
and responsibilities within the co-taught classroom. Thus, my investigation of effective practices

in classes involving general and special education teachers is of particular relevance.
C.onsideratioru at a Syste.matic Level
Successful inclusion of students with disabilities may necessitate considerations on a

systematic level. According to a longitudinal study involving nationally representative data and
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both qualitative and quantitative methods, there is virtually universal agreement of several

critical elements of positive and inclusive schooling, including

a culture

of collaboration, strong

administrative support, and staff rnembers who are colnmitted to helping every sfudent succeed
(Wagner et. al., 2006). These elements move inclusion from a decision concerning student
placement to a broader, philosophically grounded framework.

It is important to note that the implementation of successful co-teaching in inclusion
courses needs to be carefully crafted and thoughtfully designed. As Odom et al. (2002) stated,

"Programs, not children, have to be'ready for inclusion"'fu. 156). Thus, viewing inclusive
practices through a broader lens may support the success of students with varied levels of need.
The practices of teachers in inclusive settings are critical to the success of students, and this
needs to be widely recognized (F'razeur-Cross et al., 2004). We find, therefore, that the

improvement of student learning and achievement, as well as social success, falls largely in the
hands of educators with regards to inclusion courses and co-teaching. In addition, shared

commitments in terms of a philosophical commitment to inclusive education may further foster
student success.
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CHAPTERTHBEE:
METHOD-OLOGY
Methodologic al Framewor{r:

4,c

ti-onBes earc h

This research was conducted through an action-oriented framework. Action-oriented
research is a methodological approach for doing collaborative research with practitioners and

community partners that can inform practice, programs, conununity development, and policy
while contributing to the scientific knowledge base (Small & Uttal, 2005). Essentially, action
research is specific to a particular problem within a particular setting and is designed with the

purpose of addressing this specific issue. As I examined the situation for inclusion teachers at
Example Middle School, I intended to keep in mind numerous principles upon which actionoriented research is based. I focused on the assertion that action-oriented research needs to seek
to address practical concerns; second, I realized that action-oriented research could never be
value-free and I needed to attend to the sense of power and trust experienced by the informants

involved in my study; third, I utilized a flexible design (Small & Uttal, 2005). Flexibility was
important in that my study focused on the perspectives of informants and these perspectives
differed from my expectations in some instances. Thus, my research took on a new direction.

Within the framework of action-oriented research, I utilized qualitative methodologies.
Qualitative research is an umbrella term used to refer to several research strategies that share
certain characteristics. These include:
The collection of data not easily managed by statistical procedures; research questions
designed to investigate topics in all their complexity, in context; and a concem

with

understanding behavior frorn the informant's own frame of reference @ogdan & Biklen,
1998, p.Z).
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Myprimaryobjectivewas to obtain an authentic expression of the viewpoint of informants to the
greatest extent possible. Recording data in the words of subjects helped to provide for this

intended authenticity. I thus incorporated the voice of the informants in my compiled results.
Research Design
The design of an action-oriented study may involve the following strategies: find
collaborators; identify stakeholders or those who will be concerned with research findings;
determine a research question; develop a research design and select methods, involve corlmunity
partners in the data collection process, and disseminate findings for action (Small

& Uttal, 2005).

I utilized each of these strategies to varying extents inmyimplementation of this study.

I engaged in determining my driving questions for research and in obtaining the
permission of the administrators at Example Middle School to conduct research in this setting.

In order to find collaborators, I approached each teacher involved in co-teaching at Example

Middle School. I verbally invited them to participate in this study and presented them with
written consent forms outlining potential risks and benefits to participation. My data collection
process involved conducting two interviews with each informant: one to explore the informant's
ideas concerning inclusion classes, and another to gather the informant's personal philosophies
and feelings concerning co-teaching as a means to include students with exceptional needs.

Most often, the second interview extended into discussions on broader concepts related to special
education, such as the purpose of special education. The approach I utilized in conducting the
interviews was that

of

in-depth' interviewing, in which the researcher focuses on understanding,

in considerable detail, how informants think and how they came to develop the perspectives they
hold (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998, p.3). These interviews were audiotape-recorded and transcribed.
Once data was collected, the process for data analysis was to identify the statements that
relate to the topic, removing irrelevant information that may distract from the focus of the study.
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Next, I examined the data and grouped the information into categories that reflected various
aspects of the informant's experience. These were termed "meaning

units." ln addition, I

perused the data I collected for divergent perspectives, or ways in which the viewpoints

of

informants varied concerning the same general topic. Finally, I constructed a composite in

which I developed an overall description of the perspectives of individuals. This composite took
on the form of action steps for improving the current situation.

Role of the Researcher

My role in the research process was initially to solicit the participation of informants.
This occured verbally as I conversed with potential informants and presented written consent
forms disclosing fuU detail of the risks involved in participating and the voluntary nature of the

study. Individuals who consented to participate were then involved in the two interviews
mentioned. Informant offerings during interviews, along with my field notes that document my
involvement in the interview process, served as raw data that I analyzed and interpreted.

I conducted the interviews through an in-depth approach. An in-depth interview does not
use pre-set questions. The open-ended nature of this approach allows the informants to answer

from their own frame of reference rather than from one structured by prearranged questions
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1998, p.3). Thus, the interviews didnot follow apre-determined script and
the informant had the opportunity to share on the topics related to my over-all driving question.

Data Collection Strategies

I conducted interviews with general and special education teachers involved in teaching
inclusion classes. In a qualitative study, the purpose of an interview is to see a slice of the social

world from the informant's perspective (Matthews, 2005). The goal is understanding how the
person you are interviewing thinks (Bogdan

& Biklen, 1998). Thus, I focused on exploring the

viewpoint of each informant. As I conducted interviews, I also recorded field notes in which

I
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detailed my observations and perceptions concerning the interview process and obtained content.

Field notes contribute to the credibility of qualitative studies in that the researcher reflects on his
or her role and possible influences on the data collection process (Tuckett, 2005)-

Data Analysis $uategies
Once all data was collected, it was coded, meaning that it was perused carefully and

repeatedly in order to discover patterns and consistencies. Throughout this process, the driving
questions listed previously were kept in mind. The present difficulty in inclusion classes, the
predominant problem behind the driving question of this study, was paramount to the process

of

data analysis. According to Strauss and Corbin (1990), "Coding represents the operations by

which data are broken down, conceptualized and put back together in new ways. It is the central
process by which theories are

built from data" (p. 23). This occurred as I perused the data I

collected from my conversations with informants. As patterns and consistencies emerged, subproblems were identified that took on importance in the final compilation of results.
The data analysis strategy utilized in this study was grounded theory. Grounded theory
has been simply defined as "the discovery of theory from data" (Glaser and Strauss, I 967 , p. 1).

In grounded theory, the researcher systematically interprets meanings, experiences or events of a
phenomenon (how and whyquestions) (Sang,2002). Strauss and Corbin (1990) identified three
elements of data analysis from a grounded theory approach:
Concepts, the basic units for theory, are the incidents, events, or happenings taken as, or

analyzed as, potential indicators of phenomena, which are thereby given conceptual labels.
Categories, the groupings of concepts, are higher in level and more abstract than the concepts

they represent. The third element of grounded theory, propositions, indicate generalized
relationships between categories and concepts and between discrete categories.
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Thus, my initial codes constitute concepts, and they were compiled into categories that were
compared in the development of propositions.

The underlying basis for this process was an inductive method in which data was
compared to existing theory. In a grounded theory approach, data collection, analysis, and

theory should stand in reciprocal relationship with each other. One does not begin with a theory,
and then prove

it.

Rather, one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is

allowed to emerge (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). This process did not necessarily occur
sequentially. According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), throughout the process of theory
generation,

joint collection, coding and analysis of data is the underlying operation (p.43).

Thus, qualitative analysis involving grounded theory does not set out to prove an existing

assertion. Rather, it seeks to capfure information concerning situations and subsequent theories
or ideas emerge as data is collected, coded and analyzed through an on-going process.

Methods of Achieving Validitv
As mentioned, field notes were collected as interviews were conducted. Field notes

include the individual perceptions of the researcher. Field notes also provide a modality through
which the researcher may reveal personal biases that may influence research results. In addition,
interviews were audiotape-recorded and the words of informants were transcribed with great
care. This provided for precision and accuracy in capturing the words of informants.
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CHAPTERFOUK
FINDINGS
Over the course of my conversations with participating informants, numerous themes
emerged with regards to my central question. In addition, some of our conversations extended

into subjects which were not within my initial considerations. The following consists of the
themes emerging from the data.

The Achievement of Sfylistic Alignment
One theme that emerged with prominence through my research process was the

significance of teacher style and its impact on the inclusive classroom. As educators, we most
often develop a specific set of mannerisms and strategies for building rapport with students. This
set of approaches varies based on our personal philosophies, attributes and paradigms. Most

often, teaching occurs in isolation and the only respondents to individual teacher style are the

students. Co-teaching thrusts teachers into a situation in which they are not only exposed to the
teaching style of their colleague, they may need to adjust their typical approaches to create a
harmonious learning environment conducive to the success of all students. For our purposes,

stylistic alignment maybe defined as the implernentation of consistent approaches with students.
Anne, a special education teacher involved in co-teaching in
shares the

basis for

a

physical education class,

following concerning the general education teacher with whom she works on a daily

fifty minutes:

Well, the teacher I work with definitely has his own style. He's very laid back, and
sometimes

it's kind of hard to read him. He

can be very sarcastic

with the kids at times, and

also very physical with the kids, but in a playful kind of way.

Anne seems to imply that sarcasm, physicality with students and a relaxed approach differ from
her style to some degree. Inhercommentary, Anne does not express her feelings orjudgments
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on this style. Instead, she articulates the fact that difference in style exists.

"it's kind of hard to read him," Anne also

[r

her statement,

adds that at times she needs to play a guessing game as

to her colleague's thoughts and to interpret his style. This is something that presents a potential
challenge for her at times. In fact, Anne later shares: "to me inclusion has become so frustrating,
that I choose to do self-contained EBD because it is so frustrating tryng to figure out inclusion."
For Jennifer, another special education teacher engaged in three daily co-teaching classes,

frustration has resulted from stylistic differences with general educators. While one of her
classes runs smoothly, the other two present challenges because of numerous factors, including

inconsistencies resulting from differences in approaches. Concerning one of her classes, she
shares:

The (general education) teacher is not consistent and she really is a good teacher aside from
the fact that she just doesn't have any behavior control. She needs to demand respect of the

kids because they walk all over her.

A teacher's approach for supporting student behavior is certainly amatter of style that is
intimately connected to philosophy and personal experiences. Jennifer seems to be in a situation
in which her behavioral support strategy would involve a greater level of consistency, and higher
expectations for the respect shown in the classroom. This has resulted in confusion for students
and a challenge for staff members.

Here it is of interest to note that Jennifer does not place blame for student misbehavior on
the students. Rather, she attributes behavioral difficulty to the style of the teacher with whom
she

works. This is a theme that emerged repeatedly in the process of my examination of co-

teaching in inclusive settings. Students do not seem to be the cause of problems in these classes.
Rather, various problems with the practices of adults and the general design or structure of the
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inclusion courses seem to encompass the problems that exist. In this case, Jennifer recognizes
that problems in alignment of style contribute to student difficulty, and the blame does not rest

with the students in this

case.

A paraprofessional is also present in this inclusive setting, and Jennifer reflects on the
confusion experienced by the students and the struggle for all three adults:

It's also so confusing for the kids with the three adults because the other teacher is like,
'here's what we're going to do,' and then the other adult is like . . . it just doesn't work. It's
so hard on the kids and really,

it's hard on the adults.

Jennifer is stating that the lack of alignment also conkibutes to the great difficulty she is
experiencing in this setting. It is of note that she again does not place blame on the students and
she recognizes that she is not the only adult in the situation experiencing

difficulty.

Jennifer also spoke about the possibility that stylistic approaches may be adjusted to
create greater alignment and mitigate some of the aforementioned problems. She has attempted

to openly communicate with general educators concerning the possibility that changes may
occur, even at a minute level. She has found a challenge in her attempts, and she shares, "the
other teacher is kind of set in her ways. If we do something,
go with

it, or not go with

it."

I'll

make suggestions and she'll like

This highlights the fact that style can be something that educators

are resistant to change, particularly at the suggestion of other educators. This may be because

teacher style is most often a composite of personal experiences, combined with educational

background, to the extent that teacher style is a matter of personal identity. Changing this

identity, even in very subtle ways, may take time and applied effort. In addition, adjustments
most likely will not occur without honest self reflection on the part of educators in which it is
determined that the change truly is necessary for the sake of student learning.
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Dan, another special education teacher involved in fwo inclusion classes, also shared

briefly about differences in teaching style in his classes. His greatest concern is that the general
educator is satisfied with his approaches and that he is being helpful in his work in the inclusive

setting. He shares, "It can be tough . . . you go in and just hope that the other person is happy or
OK with what you are doing with a kid." Dan hopes that his style meets the approval of the
general educators with whom he

works, He also

seems to view the general educator's

perception as an important part of his successful involvement in the inclusion course.
General educators also offer their perspectives on the alignment of teaching style in their

inclusion courses. Karen, a general educator teaching one inclusion course on a daily basis with
Jennifer, explains her perspective on stylistic alignment through a vignette about a strategy she
had tried in years past:

A few

years back I had this teacher

with me for inclusion and we would try to do more of the

. . . she would teach like, entire lessons, like once a week or so, but the kids started getting

really frustrated with that because the majority of the time they had me, and they were used
to myteaching style, and it would go a certain w&y, always, and they just got into a routine,
and then once a week it would be all shifted, almost as

if

a sub was teaching the lesson.

Karen currently does most of the teaching in her inclusion course, and part of the reason for this
is that students did not respond well to the special education teacher teaching lessons in her

experiences. Karen attributes this to stylistic differences between the two educators. Karen
continues, offering a suggestion as to how this may be adjusted to ensure greater consistency:

I would like to do more team-teaching or co-teaching, but I think it would have to be set up
to be pretty much fifty-fifty and we would have to be very specific on 'this is the structure

it,'

so that the teaching styles wouldn't be so different.

of
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Karen's solution for stylistic alignment is an equal division of teaching time, as well as
specificity on classroom structure.
Stylistic attributes also take on importance in supporting student behavior from Karen's
point of view. Tolerance levels, or the extent of behavior a teacher finds acceptable, is definitely
a matter

of teacher style tied to beliefs about behavior and classroom choreography. Karen

shares that tolerance levels have presented a problem for her, leading to a lack

of stylistic

alignment with the collaborating special education teacher:
The other teacher definitely had a way different tolerance level and that made us both really
stressed about

it, like the other person might have felt I wasn't backing her up, or that I

wasn't being shict enough. Then the inclusion wasn't such

a pleasant

experience . . . you

know it's so tough, if you're not agreeing on that kind of stuff it's just not easy to work
together every day.
Disagreeing on behavioral limits is thus an issue for Karen, to the extent that differences in
tolerance levels can transform her inclusion teaching from a positive to a negative experience.
This reflects Jennifer's struggle with her inclusion course in which the teacher does not expect a

high level of respect from students. To contrast, Karen describes her current inclusion teaching
situation, in which tolerance levels are more aligned:

Either she (Jennifer) is pretty much the same as I am as far as what causes us to go off the
deep end or not, or maybe she just kind of stepped back for a while and watched how

I

reacted to things and tried to work from kind of the same deal. It must be one of the two
because we really seem to be working well together.

Clearly, she currently finds her inclusion situation to be more positive and successful and she
attributes this to stylistic alignment. This alignment occurred either through the special educator
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having a similar tolerance level already, or through the special educator observingthe general
educator and adjusting her style to match- This is of interest because it differs from Jennifer's
strategy for achieving style alignment. She stated that she selected to make suggestions to the
general educator and that this did not always result in the stylistic changes she hoped to achieve.
Emma, another general educator teaching one inclusion class on a daily basis, also shares
that tolerance levels area an important aspect of a successful inclusion course. She stated,

"I

might be OK with just turning the other cheek or letting things go, and then Dan (the special
education co-teacher) wants to address

it."

Thus, stylistic differences and willingness to allow

some behaviors to go unaddressed are present in Emma's current inclusion experience.

Generally, alignment is present and she agrees with Karen, that this occurred because the special
educator made some adjustments. She states:

He (Dan) kind of did the same thing where he hung back too and watched to see that there
was already an established routine, and he could join

in. I really think it works out well that

way.
Emma feels that the optimal way to achieve alignment of style with regards to tolerance levels is

for the special educator to observe the general educator and fall into similar approaches.
Tara, another general educator involved in my research, shared her thoughts about the use

of specific, aligned behavior intervention strategies. Example Middle School staff members
have been trained to utilize an approach called Responsive Designs (Origins, 2006) to address
student behavior and as a teaching approach. Part of this approach is to

tell students to take a

break in a specified area when they violate classroom rules and for teachers to use a raised hand
as a signal that students need

withwhom

to give their fuIl attention to the teacher. Tara and the co-teacher

she worked, Sharon, both adhered to the strategies of Responsive Design, adopting
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them as part of their teaching style. Tara states that this helped to bring alignment and reinforce
the effectiveness of strategies with students:
That was one of the nicest parts about having the other teacher in there, both of us were
saying, 'please go take a break,' and the kids seemed to think, wow, this is for real and all
the teachers are really doing

of

it. It was like ah, seeing two teachers at a time using the same

strategies made them like, OK . . . Yeah, go take a break, they're both doing

it.

Using the

signal, they're both doing it.
Tara seems to feel that with regards to behavioral support, stylistic alignment may be achieved
through the utilization of a published, research-based approach such as Responsive Designs.

Clearly, I have obtained some varying perspectives on the topic of stylistic alignment. It
appears that alignment

of style needs to be achieved in order to ensure consistency and positive

collaboration. The means through which this alignment could occur vary. Jennifer feels open
conversation in which the special educator offers suggestions and the general educator adjusts

accordingly may work well. Karen feels that the division of teaching responsibilities needs to be
"almost fifty/fifty''with clearly defined structure. With regards to behavioral support, styles
need to either be naturally similar or the special educator may observe the general educator and

adjust accordingly. Emma agrees with this, sharing that the special educator with whom she

worked observed her teaching and fell into her established routine. Tara adds that the use of the
sarne, clearly defined behavior support strategies can enforce their effectiveness in the inclusive

classroom.

Leadership and Current Roles in Cg:taught Classes
Another theme that strongly emerged was that of leadership in the inclusion classroom.
As the two professionals worked together in order to collaborate, one would most often emerge
as the leader, or

primary decision-maker and the other educator would take on a role of support.
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The leader would do most of the instruction in the classroom while the support person would
circulate to ensure student engagement and to offer help as needed. [n most cases, behavioral
support would come from the special education teacher, in that a lack of teaching responsibilities
resulted in greater freedom and flexibility for the special education teacher. Leadership, in this
case, refers to the teacher

with a sense of control or ownership over classroom activities, making

most decisions as the collaborating teacher adheres to what is decided.

During interviews, informants shared information about the current role they play in their
co-teaching situation, as well as their feelings about this role. This directly relates to the
positions of leadership some teachers assume in the co-teaching situation, and the way in which
roles have been defined. Arrne shares that her primary responsibility in her co-teaching setting,
as the special education teacher

involved in

a

physical education class, involves behavioral

support:

I go in there and basically it's just behavior, it a kid has a problem, I help them take a break
and I process with a kid before they go back when I can. . . (The kids) are in P.E. at the same

time, so there is sixth, seventh, and eighth grade. So I kind of float between the two gyms.
They actually have a radio so that I can be contacted if there is a problem. If I am in sixth
grade and there is a problem in the eighth grade, they can call me and

I can come and deal

with it. . . They've even told me that if I have work to do, I can just take the radio with me
and

theywill call me if there is aproblem, which I appreciate them doing.

Thus, Anne's current role is that of behavior manager, and the need for her presence is
determined by the emergence of issues for the students. She offers support among three classes

occurring simultaneously and may have times when she is not viewed as being needed.
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Jennifer's role varies between her three classes, based on the practices she has developed

with the collaborating teacher. She offers the following description of her responsibilities in one
of her inclusive classrooms:
In the one that works well, I have a job. I go in there knowing what to expect and I'm able to
do the job. I do the waffn-up, I correct the warm-up and so I teach the kids on the board and

that's what I do and then the general teacher teaches whatever is going on that day in math,

like the lesson and then we give them work time and we both wander and help.
Thus, Jennifer is responsible to instruct the students early in the class period, and proceeds to
support them as she circulates during work sessions. Jennifer is also engaged in another

inclusion classroom in which she is not experiencing stylistic alignment with the collaborating
teacher. In this classroom, Jennifer has taken on a role of behavior manager, concerning herself

with addressing the plethora of behavioral difficulties present in this class. She shares:
There isn't a lot of direction in the class, the teacher I work with is not consistent. We have
three adults in there, and we still have kids sneaking out of the classroom and getting
escorted back by teachers and
teacher) and

it is so emba:rassing . . . I went to talk to her (the general

I said, first of all, we can't have bathroom

We just can't do it,
second of all,

passes, at least not

it's gettingtoo out of hand. It's just awful

I'm really

until next quarter.

and we can't do

this. And

embarrassed to even be in here because of the way kids are acting.

We need to figure something out and we need to do it soon. Then the other teacher was like,
yeah, I know.
Here the special education teacher is taking a leadership role in the areaof behavior. Jennifer is

taking the initiative to approach the collaborating general educator on the subject of issues with
student behavior and how they may be addressed. In a sense, Jennifer is again working to
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achieve the stylistic alignment she has mentioned she desires, through the assumption of a
leadership role regarding student behavior. One component of this atignment would be

consistency on how student behaviors, such as leaving the classroom without permission, may be
addressed.

Tara, a general educator involved in teaching one inclusion course in the first half of the
school year, offers her perspective on collaboration with a special education teacher on a daily

basis. For Tara, the presence of the special educator was inconsistent, and this had a significant
effect on teaching practices. Tara shares:

of

She (the special education teacher) wasn't always there . . . she was in there for about half
the time each duy. . . it was all right, I mean, it was just kind of like an extra person

sometimes, and then other times I was getting by on my own. I just thought of it as, well,
need her I need her,

if I

if I don't then I don't.

The actual presence of the special educator in the classroom would naturally impact the
emergence of leadership.

A teacher who is not physically present cannot take on the

responsibilities of shared leadership. In addition, the general educator in this case was left to get
by on her own, resulting in an attitude that it would be possible to teach the class without the
special educator. Thus, the special education teacher was most likely not utilized to the greatest

benefit of students hecause she was simply unavailable.
When asked to further explain the two roles played by the collaborating teachers in her
situation, Tara elaborated:

Well, one person would kind of be the main teacher or facilitator, and this was really my role.
To lead the students through the lessons, and then, the special education teacher would go
around and have a specific set of sfudents and a specific strategy for helping each of them.
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The routine is that the general person has taken on the lead teacher role, and the special
education teacher has taken on a focus of behavioral support.

Karen, the general educator working with Jennifer, also speaks about the current routine
she and Jennifer have established

in their class. She shares that through the correction of the

warm-up on a daily basis, "she is acfually the first person who the kids see and who talks to the

kids during my class. She's the first one to teach them anything." This reveals that Jennifer is
taking on a more prominent instructional role, in addition to her usual provision of behavior
support for students. It is of interest that while Karen notes that Jennifer is the first person to
teach the students in the co-taught course, she

still refers to it using the term 'my class' rather

than 'our class.' This may denote that while Jennifer's help is assistive in the inclusion hour,
Karen is still taking ovrnership of the course. Karen also adds, "I am doing the actual content for
the

day." This highlights the fact that the important instruction, progressing students further in

the curriculum, is taught by the general educator.

Karen also shares how she and Jennifer work together to support student behavior. In
doing so, she describes another aspect of the roles she and Jennifer have assumed in their coteaching situation:
We do a lot ofjust one of us stepping out with a kid and walking around with them,

reminding them of what is expected, stuff like that. Sometimes Jenniferwill just go and. sit
by them, for a kid who needs extra help.
In her description, Karen explains that at times, she does take on the behavior-processing role

with students. She may step out into the hall with a student in order to give reminders
concerning classroom directions.
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Emma, another general educator, echoes some of Karen's practices in her description
her inclusion course. She shares,

"I actually do most of the teaching in my class." Again,

states that she does a majority of the teaching and also refers to the course using the term

of

she

'my

class,' as opposed to 'our class.' It is important to note that Emma's experience in co-teaching
this year has been intemrpted by a change in personnel in which the special education teacher

with whom she was collaborating resigned from her position and was replaced by another special
education teacher, Dan. This has caused her to take on more of the classroom responsibilities.
She explains:

There was some changes in the staffing for my inclusion class, the teacher I was working

with quit and so I had some different subs for
I

a

while and now I have Dan. With all the subs,

just got into the habit of doing everything. I've been tryrng to give more responsibilities to

Dan, but it's been a little hard with the transition of staff.

In light of her unique situation, Emmahas taken over all responsibilities for her inclusion course
and is thus in aposition of leadership in her current classroom. She therefore talks about

'giving' responsibilities over to the special education co-teacher. In essence, we are unable to
give what we do not possess, and therefore, Emma is admittedly in control of all aspects of the
classroom at this point and is the determinant of the extent to which the special education teacher

will

be

utilized. This reflects the leadership role assumed by Tara and Karen

as

well.

Dan has also shares that it was difficult to join his inclusion class in the middle of the

year. He explains:
Coming in the middle of the year. . . the way I did, it's just that the class has alreadybeen
going on a certain way and I just make sure things keep going smoothly.

walk and help the kid calm down. You do what you can . . .

I'll

take

akid on a
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Dan describes his role as that of behavior processing person, rather than the teacher of the class.

His primary concern seems to be to ensure that the class can continue the way it has, with Emma
in a leadership role, planning and implementing most instruction, and Dan taking on a behavioral
support position.

To conclude, current leadership in inclusive classrooms among the experiences of my
informants rests in the hands of general educators. As they plan and implement the instruction,
special education teachers are present and are acting in a supportive role, with a particular
emphasis on behavioral interventions. Special educators have used terms such as 'processing'

and 'help the kid calm down' to describe their roles. In turn, general educators have used terms
such as 'main teacher,' 'doing everything,' and 'my class,' as they explain their current roles in

their co-teaching situations. Karen and Jennifer's co-taught class involves the greatest extent of
shared leadership, in that Jennifer teaches the five-minute warm-up at the outset of the hour, and

both teachers circulate to help students during work sessions. In addition, the general educator,
Karen, may step out to process with students concerning behavior and to remind them about
classroom rules. However, the general educator maintains the prirnary instructional

responsibilities, teaching the actual content for the day.
Perspectives on Current Roles

As teachers explained their current roles and practices, many of them shared their

individual feelings and perceptions on these roles. Among these feelings, there were differing
thoughts on some aspects of the current roles teachers play in the classroom.

With regards to collaboration, Karen and Jennifer seem to have found a very effective
technique allowing for a positive co-teaching experience. Both share positive reflections on their
current strategies. Karen explains:
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We kind of go off of each other. . . and it really works well, and you know, if I'm busy with
something and there's like something discipline-wise that needs to happen, she's right away

in there and vice versa. I think we're pretty erren with it, to be honest . . . She's never just

sittin' back here just doing nothing . . . She's always involved and I appreciate that.
We find that Karen attributes much of the fact that the class 'works well' to the fact that Jennifer
is actively engaged at all times and is willing to step in when needed. Karen mentions that this is
particularly helpful with regards to student behavior, and that both staff members are willing to
step in when necessary to give support. The active engagement of both staff members is

therefore an important aspect of successful collaboration.
Jennifer also discusses her collaboration with Karen. In addition to active engagement,
she adds the importance of defined routines and her established

awesome . . . I just really like it because I have

that's

it." Jennifer appreciates

role.

She states,

"ft works

ajob to do and I'm expected to do the job and

the instructional responsibilities she has been afforded in teaching

the daily wailn-up. Despite this instructional responsibility, Jennifer still questions the way in

which she is perceived by the students and she shares her feelings about this:
The kids are really respectful although they still don't think I'm a teacher. They ask me
sometimes whether

I'm

a teacher and

like the other day I had to say 'yes, I'm

I even told the kids if you wanna think of me as a para that's fine. I don't

a teacher,' and

care,

just respect

me! It doesn't matter to me.
The students have perceived that Jerurifer is taking on a role that implies she is in a position

of

assisting Karen's teaching. This confirms the prior conclusion that the general educator is in a

position of leadership. Sfudents are often attuned to the subtle nuances and dynamics of teacher
practices. As they question Jennifer's status as a teacher, they are most likely tryrng to make
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sense of the presence of the second adult who seems to take on a supportive role to the primary,

general education teacher. This is not a troubling issue for Jerurifer. Rather, Jennifer expresses
that she is most concerned with the respect level of students. This seems to be a deciding factor

for her as to whether co-teaching will be a positive experience. She previously mentioned that
her other co-taught classes are not such a positive experience for her in that the students are not
aware of expectations and their respect level is lower than what Jennifer would prefer.

As opposed to Jennifer, Dan, another special education teacher involved in co-teaching,
expresses that he views his role to be that of behavior and academic support person. He states:

I just try to be there for the kids so that the teacher can get through the lesson.
have to take a kid out and deal with a behavior, then that's what I

It's not right to let the kids disrupt each other

If this

means

do. I don't mind it at all.

so that nobody can learn anything . . . The

teacher I work with has seemed happy with what

I've been doing, just trying to help the kids

to behave during the class."
Dan is expressing his belief that he needs to support the students in their behavioral choices so
that learning can occur. He repeats his concern that the general education teacher approves

of

his practices in the inclusion classroom. Dan does not object to assuming the role of behavior
manager as the general educator takes the lead in the area of instruction.

Anae, another special education teacher, also shares her feelings concerning her current
role in her inclusion physical education class. Like Dan, she is most often utilized for the
purpose of behavior processing, and she shares the following concerning this endeavor:

it's really important to have somebody in there because it's such

"I think

an unstructured time, and that's

when EBD kids tlpically lose it, during that unstructured Phy. Ed. time." In contrast to

Jennifer's appreciation for an instructional role, Anne feels that her lack of teaching

I
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responsibilities offers her the opporhrnity to engage in the behavioral support the students need.
She states:

"I think what's really

great is that I don't have to teach Phy.

Ed. I don't

have to do a

wailn-up, I don't have to do any of that, so that means there is an extraperson there to do the
processing." Anne prefers the behavior processing role, allowing the general educator to take the
lead in the area of instruction. Anne has had prior experiences working with educators

in

inclusive situations. Intense negativity occurred repeatedly in Anne's co-teaching experiences.
The end result is that Anne has selected to teach in a self-contained program, ffid she describes
her journey from inclusion to a separate setting as follows:

One teacher got mad at me because

I wasn't modifying coffectly and I said, well, if you

could give me the assignments ahead of time so I could see what was going on I could

modiff them better. He then got mad that I suggested that and I just hated it, just hated

it.

So

then I wasn't to an all special ed. school because it was so frustrating I was so frustrated with
regular ed.

Anne's unforrunate and tumultuous experience caused her to retreat to a separate setting in which
all students had significant special needs. She elaborates further:

I would rather lock myself away in a classroom with eight of the worst EBD kids, with worst
in quotation marks because I love them, than try to figure out what the regular ed. teacher it
thinking.
Challenges involved in co-teaching proved to be beyond that which Anne could tolerate, and she
has selected a position in which she teaches students with emotional and behavioral disorders in
a more isolated

situation. Not only is she teaching in virtual isolation, the students are also in

more secluded situation. For Anne, poorly implemented co-teaching was not only a source
stress and frustration;

a

of

it was ultimately a deciding factor in the course of her career in education.
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It is of note that fuine does not attribute any of her negative experiences or frustrations to the
students, but rather, she places blame on the challenge of communication with general education
colleagues.

Emma shares openly about her feelings concerning her co-taught course. In that the

collaborating teacher with whom she works joined her in the middle of the school year, Emma
has noticed that he observed her routines and then joined in as a supportive presence, but not as
an

it

instructor. She explains, "I was already in my routine, and doing my thing, and to be honest,

can be really hard for me to give up the

control." In addition to the fact that the special

education teacher joined her mid-year, Emma admits that giving up control of the classroom
presents a

difficulty for her. She seems to know that dividing responsibilities more equitably

mayprovide for the optimal use of both staff mernbers in the co-taught classroom, but her
personal preferences and needs may hinder her ability to relinquish some of the control she

currently maintains.
Taru shares that her co-taught class was a challenge because the special education teacher
was not present from the beginning to the end of the class. She explains,

"I honestly

saw her so

rarely, and only forpart of the time even during class." Tara goes on to empathize with the
situation of special education teachers as she states:

I think inclusion is a real challenge because the special ed. teachers go in there and they don't
know what is expected of them and my thought is that as long as they're there, they'lI be of
use

in some way . . . There's just always something going on that another adult could help

out

with. It's such a benefit to have

a second teacher in there.

Tara's opinion on the subject of inclusion is that the special education teacher needs to be present

in order to fiI1 a variety of potential roles. In her experience, the special education teacher was
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not present and she clearly feels that this was aproblem in that the benefits of the second adult
could not be fully realized.
There are a variety of feelings and perspectives on the co-teaching situation. Karen, a
general educator, feels that the active engagement of the special education co-teacher has had a

very positive affect on the general success of their inclusive classroom. Special educator
Jennifer appreciates the fact that she has a specific role to play in teaching the warm-up. She
also can accept the fact that students think of her as a paraprofessional, as long as she is afforded
respect by students. In contrast to Jennifer, special educators Arure and Dan both appreciate the

fact that they do not have instructional responsibilities and are concemed with supporting student
behavior in order to ensure that the classroom runs smoothly for the general educator to teach the
content for the day. Anne also shares that past negative experiences have led her to some
negative feelings about co-teaching and collaboration, leading her to select a position in a selfcontained program. ln expressing her feelings about co-teaching with a special education
teacher, Emma admits that she struggles to give up control,

ffi insight that is very honest and

evident of self reflection on her part. Finally, Tara stresses the importance of the presence of the
special education teacher in order for positive co-teaching. These feelings form the basis upon

which informants elaborated on strategies for improving the current situation.
C.omErunic atio:n and Role Crnfu

s

ion

Informants involved in this research offered numerous ideas as to how co-teaching may
occur with greater success and equitable collaboration. Emergent themes related to the
improvement of co-teaching included mitigating role confusion.
Role confusion exists within the experiences of most involved informants in their coteaching experiences. Special educators Anne, Jennifer and Dan shared that they are often
uncertain concerning what they ought to be doing and that there is a definite lack of knowledge
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concerning how they may be optimally engaged in the co-taught classroom. Jennifer explains,

"I

think it's honestly like we're so unknowledgeable about it, that both teachers are clueless." She
Iater states, "It's just hard to feel like I don't know what is going ofl," as well as,'of feel like a
lost sheep." AflrIe echoes this in saying, "we don't know what to do." Dan adds that he has
concerns about whether he is meeting the expectations of the general educator with whom he

works. He expresses that, "I'm not quite sure about whether I should be doing more, getting
more involved, but I guess if no one tells me they aren't happy, I must be doing

OK." Dan

seems to be feeling that perhaps he could be doing more, but without the knowledge and the

clearly defined role, he has to assume that his current level of engagement is satisfactory.
In Jennifer's situation, a third adult is present to offer support. This person is a
paraprofessional. In some instances within our setting, paraprofessionals are utilized in order to
support included students with exceptional needs when a teacher is not available. Role

confusion for paraprofessionals is also an issue, which Jennifer describes:

I feel like I'm making efforts to talk with her and do these things,
and the para doesn't feel like she can discipline, so I told her,

and the paras are talking,

I am a teacher here also, and

yes, you can discipline. I know in the past a para was in there and she tried to discipline and

the teacher felt insulted like her toes were being stepped on.
This vignette illustrates the way in which role confusion may be compounded for
paraprofessionals in that they are expected to follow the lead of the teachers. In this situation

two teachers were present and they may have been sending mixed messages concerning the
expected role the paraprofessional would play.

General educators also sensed role confusion in their co-taught classes. When asked
whether role confusion existed in her classroom, Emma shares, "Yes, in mine there definitely is,
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and I think it has a lot to do with the fact that the teacher came in during the middle of the year."
o'he
She goes on to say,
does sometimes seem to wonder what he should be

doing." Emma's

perspective is interesting, in that she recognizes the role confusion the special educator is
experiencing, but does not acknowledge experiencing role confusion herself. She admittedly
takes on all classroom responsibilities, and thus may not be struggling to find a role. She has

already assumed a defined role of prirnary instructor and leader in her co-taught class.
Tara also offers her perspective on roles, as a general educator, explaining the following

concerning the special educator with whom she collaborates: "Well,

if I need her I need her, if I

don't then I don't. I honestly don't know the role that she was supposed to play and so . . ." Tara
reflects Emma's communication in which she seems to understand her own role, but is not
knowledgeable concerning the intended role of the special education teacher. She later offers
that it would be her hope that special educators in co-teaching situations would

fill "roles that

they figure out based on what they're comfortable with, what they think is right."
Numerous ideas emerged for the purpose of mitigating role confusion, and one of the
most prominent suggestions was increased cofirmunication between educators concerning
classroom roles and practices. General educators shared that defining roles at the outset of the
school year may be the optimal mode through which confusion can be reduced. This
communication may involve a discourse on the skill sets of each person, as well as what has

worked in the past. Karen, the general educator working with Jennifer in a co-taught setting,
explains that she hasn't had kouble with role confusion and shares how communication prior to
the begiruring of the school year was extremely helpful to their situation:
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I really haven't had, that I can remember, much of a problem with role confusion. At the
beginning of the year, before school started, I just said, OK, would you mind doing the
warm-up, because that's what I've done in the past with other teachers in inclusion classes.
Jennifer also shares her perceptions concerning this conversation:

Well, the teacher just kind of said that this is what the special ed person did last year and

I

kind of asked her what do you want me to do? Is there anything special you want? Do you
want me to take small groups out? How can I help? And she was like, well, the teacher last

yearjust did the warm-up with them and, you know, what we do now. I said that will be
fine, I can do that. So now it works just fine.
Karen made a suggestion for Jennifer's role, and Jennifer accepted this. Jennifer offered ideas,
such as taking small groups of students out, and Karen opted to adhere to what had been done in
the past.

Emma also plans to address roles prior to the school year, stating that "my plan is to meet

with the person beforehand to discuss our roles." She also takes time for communication with
Dan on a daily basis, sharing, "ft's so nice to have our class at the end of the day because we can
take five or ten minutes after school today to say, OK, how did it go today? How is this certain

kid doing? And I really like that." We thus find that in the situation of Emma and Dan,
communication is occurring, but Dan mentioned uncertainty concerning his role and Emma
shared that role confusion definitely exists, meaning that this brief, after school communication
has not been enough to ensure that roles have been clearly defined.

With regards to communication, Jennifer shares that she yearns for more information
from some of the general educators with whom she works. In a conversation with her and Anne,
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they exchange ideas about the form this discourse should take. Jerurifer shares, "I feel like, talk
to me, tell me what you want me to do,

I'll

do whatever," Anne responds:

But why is it her talking to you to tell you what she wants you to do? Why isn't it you and
her sitting down together and planning, with you saying, this is what I have to offer, this is

what I think would help . . . why isn't there more of an atmosphere of planning and
negotiating?

Anne feels that by no means should co-teaching consist of the general educator telling the special
educator what to

do. Rather, the process should involve collaboration

as equals as both

educators can cofllmunicate and share leadership in the process of defining roles and planning for

instruction.

Another communication issue present in co-taught classes is that only general educators
have access to the online grade-book that must be used to determine student grades, as per

district mandate. This is a source of frustration and a challenge to collaboration on an equal
level, as it leaves information on achievement primarily in the hands of general educators.
Jennifer shares:
The one thing that doesn't actually work is that I wish I had access to their grades on the
computer so I could just go in and see what students are missing instead of having to ask the
teacher in the room ibr their grades and reports.

Jennifer goes on to explain that this is a challenge to equal collaboration:

Another teacher I know had a good point, she said, you know, I don't understand why I am
the only one with complete access to the grades, we are supposed to be sharing the class

equally, and it's true.
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Dan also offered his perspective on the fact that he does not have the opportunity to engage in
grading students in his co-taught course. His perspective differs from Jennifer's:
To be honest, I don't really know that I would have a ton of time for helping out with grading.

I mean even if I can see the grades, I just have so much on myplate . . . I guess the nice part
would be that you could see what assignments they're missing and help 'em get those in.
Although Dan is not interested in giving students their grades in their classes, he does realize

as

he is sharing that computer access may help him discover the reason a student may be at a low

level of achievement, particularly in the case of missing assignments. No special education
teachers expressed that they were extensively involved in grading student work or helping to

determine their final grades for each quarter. The greatest extent of involvement was to offer
students support in completing their assignments. As roles are defined, access to student grades

in the computer may support special education teachers to become more extensively involved in
grading students, offering them greater engagement in the co-teaching process.
Perspectives on Plannins Time
Communication is closely tied to planning time, another aspect of effective collaboration.

Through our conversations, informants communicated that planning time is something that they
definitely need in order to converse about their roles and plans. However, they also shared that
their lack of general knowledge concerning co-teaching and how it may be optimally
implemented needs to be addressed before planning time may be optimally utilized.

In describing her vision of an ideal co-teaching situation, Tara discusses the definition

of

roles through communication, and how she missed out on this because of a lack of time. Tara
shares how she saw the collaborating special educator very rarely, saying,

cofirmunicated more." She continues:

"I wish we could

have
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I think it would definitely help to give that person a job to do and to have them in there, and
that should mean having a conversation with the teacher and figuring out what will work for

them. I think I missed out on having that conversation with Sharon and it would have helped
her to be more involved in the class.
She later elaborates on her ideal situation, explaining that teachers would be

"truly collaborating,

working together, even meeting before school and acfually planning out what you're going to

do." Essentially, Tara feels that the planning time may

be used on a daily basis prior to the class

to discuss what will be taught for the day.
In contrast to Tara, other educators are not so clear as to the necessity or the use of
planning time. Karen shares the following on the topic of planning time:

Well, I think it's definitely needed, but I guess, I don't know exactly how I would use it.
Last year I planned some with the other teacher and it was almost like, I don't know what
else we could do?

As a general educator, Karen feels uninformed concerning strategies and different techniques
that could be utilized in the inclusion classroom. The use of time took the following shape for
Karen and the teacher she worked with previously:

I don't know if we are doing inclusion right, and so all planning came down to was, you are
going to do the warm-up and this is what we're going to cover during the next week, and OK,

meeting's over!
Karen smiled as she shared this, as if to communicate that she finds the brevity of the meeting
almost comical. She continues:
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I

just don't know, I mean, last year we had time, but we really didn't know what to do with

the time, or how to use the time, because we just had so many questions. Are we doing

it

right, and if we are, great, and if we aren't how can we change that? What else can we do?
Without the knowledge

as to the best approaches

in co-teaching situations, educators may feel

lost as to the optimal use of time. It may be ineffective to provide planning time without
guidance as to how it may be used, as well as practical methodologies for successful inclusion
classrooms.

The perspectives of special education teachers also involved questioning the use

of

planning time. With regards to planning time, Anne states, "I don't know that we need it, but
mean,

I'll

I

like participate and sit in the circle and help kids stay on task." Arure has assumed a

role in which she provides for behavioral support, and she thus does not participate in planning
for instruction. It is a logical conclusion, therefore, that Anne does not see the need for planning
time in that the general teacher currently does all planning. Jennifer has attempted to participate
further in planning but has faced challenges including lack of time, or misuse of time. She
describes one of her classes as follows:

We don'treally get time to plan, but in one of the classes there is l5 to20 minutes of silent
reading every day and I'm expected to be there. That would be a time to plan, but she
usually has it planned out.

I'll

ask things like, do you want me to write a test? Do you want

me to do anything? Do you want me to go make copies? I'm like, should I sit here and pick

my nose? Should I be a cop? That's how it is, so sometimes it feels like a huge waste of my

life

at this

point. Twenty minutes of sitting here.

Jennifer shares some strong feelings concerning issues with the use of time, as well as her
struggle with feeling she has not been fully utilized in the classroom. Jennifer would like to be
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used to the benefit of the general education teacher and the students in her co-taught course.

However, she finds that role confusion and the fact that the general education teacher is doing
the instructional planning limit her ability to participate to the extent that she would like. Her
questions conceming what role she may play in planning for instruction speak to her desire to be
engaged in this aspect of the co-taught course, and to make better use of her time.

In discussing planning time, it is important to mention that an aspect of role definition
mentioned earlier is time at the outset of the year for general and special education teachers to
meet in order to determine the roles they will play. This time may be of great value, in that

it

may provide for the definition of roles and the division of responsihilities. In turn, effective

collaboration and the mitigation of role confusion may be achieved.

Trainine and the Idea of *Tnre" Inclusion
Some informants shared that planning time may not be optimally used without training

on how co-teaching should work. Training was a theme that emerged in conversations with
many of the educators concerning their co-taught courses. Coupled with the need for training
was a need to develop a further understanding of inclusion itself, and precisely what co-taught
classes are intended to

be. In addition to training on techniques and methods, educators

want to

understand the purposes of inclusion courses, as well as the meaning of the word inclusion as

it

describes co-taught courses in our setting.

Dan's perspective on training is particularly interesting. We conversed about his practice
in his current inclusion course, and he explains that he is often uncertain as to his role in the
classroom:

I think part of the reason I feel like I might need to be doing rnore is . . . well, I missed all the
training at the beginning of the school year. . . the workshop week kind of stuff . . . and I'm
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sure you talked about these classes then, what we should do, that kind of

thing. Workshops,

you know?

I explained to Dan that there hadn't

been any training that he had missed, and that most teashers

create their own modes through which their co-taught courses operate. He expressed his surprise
at this and remarked,

"Well, I

guess some

kind of aworkshop would really come in handy then!"

Another special educator, Jennifer, also discusses training in sharing her perspective. In
discussing whether she had ever received any training on the topic of co-teaching, she shares:
We did go to this place that said something about team teaching, but it wasn't very helpful.

It was really nothing and only like five of us went. We need more training. We can't go to
one thing and be all good.

Jennifer makes a viable point not only about the need for additional training, but also, about the

form this training needs to take. She suggests that an isolated workshop involving a few of the
staff members involved in team teaching would be insufficient to meet the current need. In

addition, this kaining took place a year aBo, prior to a significant amount of tumover in staff
members involved in inclusion teaching. In fact, Jennifer is the only person left in the special
education department who was an employee of the district when this training took place. Thus,

all other special education staff members involved in inclusion have not been involved in any
formal training at this time.
As informants discuss the need for training, the emergent theme is that they feel illinformed as to the ultimate purposes and definitions of inclusion. In discussing the need for
planning time, Karen offers herperspective as a general educator on the subject of additional
training:
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If we get the time, we would need a little more, I feel, training, about what exactly this is
supposed to

be. What are the best methods to help these students . . . How do we make this

truly inclusion?
Karen brings up an excellent question concerning the heart of inclusion. She is clearly feeling
that she does not have the knowledge she needs concerning ideal practices for supporting
sfudents.

Anne and Jennifer, both special education teachers, also struggle with their understanding
of the purposes of co-taught classes and the best ways in which these courses maybe taught.
Jenniferhas many questions about inclusive teaching at a concepfual level. She wonders, "I just
feel like thewhole concept is so odd. First of all inclusion,are we using it as anoun? An

adjective? Or what are we doing with

it?

What is

it?"

Jennifer is questioning the idea of calling

some classes 'inclusion' and the way that the term is used. She goes beyond questions

concerning practices in co-taught courses to question their very existence. Anne also seemed
confused about the concept of inclusion courses, and states,

"I don't know what the model is, I

don't know what the purpose is, and everyone seems to have their own agenda." Again, we find
a lack of knowledge as to the optimal means through which inclusion courses may be

implemented, as well as a lack of understanding as to their purpose. Anne also notices that staff
members seem to be interpreting the idea of co-teaching in variedways. Training in this area
rnay support the unified understanding of staff members involved in current co-teaching.
Perspectives on Making AII Courses Inclusion Courses

As mentioned, inclusion courses at Example Middle School are an option for students
a

as

level of special education services. There is also the option to place students in general classes,

without an additional adult (a special education teacher or paraprofessional) present. The result
of this in some cases is that the inclusion courses become filled with many special education
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students, leading to

difficulty and challenging the success of both teachers and students. The

causation for this may relate to issues with student scheduling, such as the availability of classes,
or to the decision to place a student in inclusion courses when they could achieve at a higher

level in a general course.
Jennifer, a special education teacher involved in a difficult inclusion course, attributes
much of the problem to the combination of students in her class and the fact that there are many
students with behavioral

difficulty placed together. She explains that scheduling choices may be

the reason this has occurred:

Sometimes I feel like our inclusion courses at Example Middle School are just set up to fail
because we

just stick everybody in there whether they have behaviors or whether they don't

really even need to be in there, just everyone goes into inslusion even if they are borderline
and they could make

it in a regular class, they just stick them in inclusion.

The poor placement of students may account for the difficulty she is experiencing. Here it is

of

note that she does not blame her frustration on the students, but rather on external forces

affecting their lives, in this case, scheduling issues. Another difficulty, which Jennifer goes on to
explain, is that there is not always an option to change a student's schedule so that they may go

to a general cours€, ffi opposed to an inclusion course, should they be found to be at a leve1 of
greater independence. Students may also need to move to a general course in cases in which

it

would help to separate them from students with whom they have conflict or have increased

difficulty with behavior. Instead, the only other option

at the time are advanced placement

courses which are not available to general or special education students. She shares:

Let's say someone can't stay on task, well, just stick them in inclusion! So it is totally set up
to fail in my opinion. Plus, the only option in some of the grades, like I think eighth grade, is
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either inclusion or advanced placement classes so then we can't get them out if we need to
separate some

kids. There just isn't a choice to put them in a regular normal class during that

hour. . . the way it is, it's just whack. We tried to address it last year, but I'm not good at
scheduling and I just didn't have many ideas. I throw them out there . .

.

Jerurifer adds here that the problem exists and that her attempts to help with a solution have not

necessarily resulted in helpful changes in the past. She concludes with an idea on how inclusion
may be restructured or changed so that sfudents and staff members could be more successful:

All

classes should be inclusion; all classes should have special ed. kids in them. Maybe a

couple of classes could have a couple more special ed kids and an extra teacher, but I just

don'tknow how we can frx if so that notjust one class is so loaded down.
As Jennifer continues with her thoughts on the current structure of inclusion courses, she offers
another idea for a solution and arrives at the question other informants have asked about the idea

of 'true' inclusion:
Divide the school into teams and each team would share a special ed. teacher to give
consultation and support and the special ed. kids could be spread out and included in the
classes. Right now they are just all stuffed into one class that is called an inclusion class, but
are they really

included? I don't know! If I had a team that was all one grade and I had

everybody and all the special ed. students were on my caseload, I could work with those
teachers and then I would know what the teachers are teaching. . . I don't think there's a need

to put all the kids together.
Jennifer envisions a situation in which special education students experience inclusion through

their presence throughout the school, rather than in courses specifically called 'inclusion.' She
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also offers an idea as to how the special education teacher (and case manager) may play a role in
a

new model, providing for student success in a true general education setting.
Tara shares her opinions on the optimal model for instructing students with special needs,

and her ideas closely adhere to Jennifer's suggestions. She explains,

"I definitely think it's better

to spread the kids across the general classes and then have that extra teacher in there . . . that way
they are in the regular classes but they still get the help they need." Tara is in agreement with

Jennifer's vision of placing students with special needs in courses across the general setting. She
does add the importance of the provision of help in cases in which students with special needs
are educated

in general classes.

Anne also adds an interesting insight. She emphasizes the importance of providing a

truly inclusive setting in order to comply with special education legislation:
To me, it's all about following FAPE (a reference to a Free and Appropriate Public
Education which is a pivotal part of aforementioned special education law) and meeting their
needs in the least restrictive setting (another reference to special education

example,

if a kid is doing really well in my setting

three program, then

law). For

I say, start

mainstreaming them! Really, settings should be all about percentages of minutes of service.

In this statement, Anne reminds us that the purpose or idea of inclusive education relates to the
provision of services for students with special needs and that these services need to engage
students in a general setting to the greatest extent possible. This not only justifies inclusive

education, when compounded with Jennifer's explanation of her overloaded inclusion course,

it

justifies the placement of students across general settings to the greatest extent possible.

Deftlitions of Igplus iln
In light of the ideas shared by each informant in their initial interviews, I revisited each of
them with a third question, related to the idea of distributing special education students across all
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classes, rather then assigning many special education students to courses called

'inclusion.' This

question was, "how would you define the term inclusion?' The responses of informants centered
on the theme of a diverse classroom environment. Tara shares:

I would define inclusion

as meaning a

wide variety of students placed in one classroom

setting whether their differences be learning style or disabilities, behavior t1.pes, or ability
level.
When asked to explain further, Tara states,

"I

guess under my definition, almost every class is an

inclusion class . . . that would fit most classes." Thus, the conclusion is that inclusion does not
only mean that students with special education services are placed in

a

particular, assigned

course. Rather, diverse learning styles, behavior [pes, abilities, all would create a classroom
that is an inclusive setting. This supports Jennifer's idea of a school-wide concept of inclusion

for students in special education.
Arute's concept of inclusion involves a broader idea of community and the fact that all

individuals may contribute to the greater whole. She defines inclusion as: "To have all people in
a group to the best

of their abilities; bringing what they're good at to the group. Everyone works

together for the good of the community." Again, Anne does not define inclusion as a particular
course into which special education students are scheduled with an extra teacher or a

paraprofessional. Rather, she states that inclusion means everyone has access to the community
and has the opportunity to share their personal strengths. Under Anne's definition, students

with

special education needs are not identified as different or stigmatized, but rather, they are apart
her term, "a11 people." This means that people with any broad variety of backgrounds and

diversity would be included in a general group or coilrmunity.

of
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Emma, a general educator, offers a slightly different, more traditional view of inclusion.
She defines inclusion as,

o'including

special ed students into the mainstream classroom. Also,

teams of teachers working together to provide modifications and assistance for the students."

Emma's definition is more speciflcally aligned to her experience in teaching her inclusion

course. At this time, special education students are included in the mainstream course and Dan,
the special education teacher, works with her to provide modifications and support. It is of note

that Emma does not limit the inclusion of students with special education services to courses set
aside for this and specifically labeled an 'inclusion' course. Rather, she states that inclusion
means students

with special needs in the mainstream, or general, classroom, ffi I figurative

entity. Thus, her definition of inclusion is not an exact match to current practices. In addition,
her vision includes the collaboration of teams of educators, resounding with Jennifer's ideas

concerning school-wide tearning to distribute students with the need for special supports.
Social Outcomes and Student Behavior
Numerous informants involved in my research reflect on the positive social outcomes

inclusion offers to students with disabilities. They share that it supported students in feeling
more aligned with their general education peers, they feel a greater sense of connectedness

within the classroom community, and students may benefit from being placed in a setting
including peer role models.
Karen shares that she feels students with special needs who are included in general
settings may feel a greater sense of belonging with others:

I think that the inclusion for the kids is definitely a good thing, just because for one, the kids
know they have a disability and they know they're in there with kids who don't have a label,
and so it's just like,

I'm in a normal

separate environment.

class, you know? They don't feel like they're in this
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In this explanation, Karen has acknowledged the fact that placing students in a separate
environment may serve to amplify the struggle they may face in understanding the label they
have been assigned. She also notes that including these students may support them in feeling a
greater sense that they belong as they do not feel separate from others. Karen continues:

Maybe the kids feel like 'h*y, I'm not as far from these people as I think that I am, or that my
label makes me feel that I am, you know? I'm here in this class with them and I'm doing the
same things in here

with these kids, and I'm making

it.'

So, I definitely think

it's good.

Karen further highlights the fact that students with special needs, and educational labels related
to these needs, may struggle to feel connected with their general education peers, and may feel
an unpleasant sense of being

different. Also, successful participation in the inclusive classroom

may support the personal sense of success students experience as they make accomplishments
alongside their general education peers.
General education peers may also support students with special needs included in general
courses, as they may take on the role of peer role models. In discussing her

difficult inclusion

course, Jennifer explains that a lack of peer role models is a detriment to students with special

needs. She shared, "It's not like they're in a role model kind of setting. I think they'd do better

if they were in a setting with more peer role models."

She is suggesting that general education

students involved in inclusion courses act as role models for students who may have disabilities

related to their behavioral development. She feels that this would provide for a greater level

of

student success.
Tara shares an affecting vignette on a tirne during which a student joined her inclusive
classroorn setting from the school's self-contained program for students with emotional and
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behavioral disorders. She begins by explaining her thoughts on the social outcomes of inclusion

for sfudents:
I definitely think that the social aspect of that is huge. What I've noticed is that, like when I
worked in an elementary school that had all of the special ed. kids included all the time, all
day long, I really noticed how much the other kids actually helped the other kids
seemed to figure out that a

out. They

kid was a little behind and some kids were just so willing to help

out.

We thus find that general education students may indeed provide assistance and support to
sfudents with special needs, according to Tara's experience. She continues:
Even now in one of my classes, I have a student who just came up from the basement (our

school's Setting III Program) and another kid who is a bit ffazyhimself, sat him down and

just kind of said, 'look, this is the way we do things, we just don't do whatever we feel like
and call each othernames and all

that.' Thenhe went on and said, 'it's reallytempting

to

just start fighting with the girls . . .' and he really just took him and sat him down and laid it
all out for him. I was just so impressed!
This is an excellent example of a student acting as a role model for

a peer,

while welcoming him

into the classroom community through the explanation of shared values. The student explaining
the rules seems to show an honest interest in the success of the newly included peer, and this

most likely will have positive results for everyone involved. Rather than having to hear a set

of

rules explained by his new teacher, a peer took the time to share information that will provide for

his social success. Tara concludes, "after seeing that, I was definitely like, this is a good thing."
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Dan also shares a story about one of his students and his behavioral progress in his

inclusion course. ln this case, the student was far more successful in terms of behavior in his
general education classes than in his separate special education classes:
There's this kid I have, eighth grade, I won't say his name or anything, but he is just a tough
one for me every day . . . really disrespectful and disruptive. I have him for Resourse

English, and I do what I can, but it can be a real struggle and sometimes I have to send him

out . . . there's just nothing left to try. Well, I came to find out that he never gets sent out

of

his regular ed. classes but his special ed. classes, there, he gets sent out all the time! I was

thinking. . . itmustbe something about actingmore level-headed in front of his friends or
something.

In this case, a student has particular difficulty with behavior in courses involving only other
students with special education labels. When he is included in the general setting, the student is
able to behave in a more acceptable manner. Dan attributes this to the fact that the student is
concerned with the perceptions of his general education peers. Perhaps the student also feels

more comfortable when surrounded by students within his own grade level and generally without

disabilities. Resource classes consist of sixth, seventh and eighth grade students combined. For
this eighth grade student, classes with sixth and seventh grade individuals may cause him to feel
uncomfortable or even unsuccessful, resulting in an increase of negative behaviors.

In explorirrg the positive social outcomes of inclusion courses for students with various
exceptional needs, many teachers discuss the behavior of students with special education labels
as compared to students

without identified educational disabilities. The general theme is that

there was little difference between the behavior of students with and without disabilities, even

situations in which the students had the label of emotional/behavioral disorders.

in
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Emm4 the general educator working with Dan, shares the following concerning the
behavior of the students in her inclusion class, compared to her other classes:

It's

almost just the same, standard behavior levels as my other classes. What is a challenge

in my classes is the outbursts where kids are jumping up out of their seats or as soon as they
figure out the answer, they just blurt it out. That's more what I deal with. Overall, the
behavior isn't much different than my other classes . .

.

Emma is referring to a higher level of impulsivity among the students in her inclusion course.
Despite this slight challenge, Emma's overall impression is that behavior in this course does not

differ greatly from that of students in her general courses.
Karen, the general educator working with Jerurifer, reveals that the situation in her

inclusion classroom is similar to that of Emma. She also has noticed impulsivity among
students, as well as a need for physical movernent. She explains,

"it's

the kids getting up and

walking around like right in the middle of a lesson." She further elaborates, "and sometimes it's
just the outbursts, not even negative outbursts, but like you said, 'I know the answer' and then

BOOM! I've got to say it right now." Karen

also concluded that the behavior does not differ

greatly from other classes and even suggested that it may be better, stating, "Compared to my
other classes, my inclusion is really great with behavior." To this, Emma adds, "Mine's almost
better sometimes, too
Emma and Karen both offer ideas as to the reasons behavior may be so positive in their

inclusion courses. Emma states that she does not know whether it's the students, "Or just having
that extra adult or couple of extra adults . .

."

Karen adds, "For me, it's definitely the mix of the

kids, and also, it's one of my smaller classes, so that is always a help . . ." Here, Karen adds
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another aspect of the classroom composition that may influence student behavior- that of class

size- Karen completes her thoughts on the behavioral success of students in her inclusion course:
. . . The other adult definitely helps too. You're just always covering more room space, with

your eyes, and you and give more help. You just reallyhelp thekids a lot. If I couldhave
Jennifer in my room all day long, that would be so nice. I could just imaglne.

Karen attributes much of the success students experience to the presence of the collaborating
teacher, in that it provides for greater monitoring and support for students.
Tara has also stressed the importance of the collaborating teacher's presence. She has
stated that in her co-teaching situation, the collaborating teacher was only in the room for half
the time during a typical

of

hour. This may hinder her opportunity to experience the benefit Karen

has described. Tara also mentions that she noticed impulsivity among the students in her

inclusion class, to a slightly greater extent than her other courses. She shares, "The only thing I
really noticed was a little more in and out of seats and they needed more reminders." The
behavior of being out of their seats is something mentioned by the entire group of general
education teachers involved in my research process. Thus, addressing the need for students to be
out of their seats at times may support a more successful inclusive classroom. Tara continues,
saying that the cause of this "could go along with their leaming style more than any behavior

problem."
Here it is of note that none of these educators specified that the students jumping out of

their seats or walking around the room were students with special education needs. Rather, they
discussed their inclusion classes and the behavior of students as a whole. In this w&y, students in

special education were not pointed out as the primary cause of difficulty with behavior. Jennifer,
a special educator, has even observed that in her situation, many of the students

with behavioral
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difficulty

are

not identified for special education services. She explains, "Al1 of the behavior

kids are in one class and most of the behavioral kids are not special ed. kids." In further
conversation, Jennifer offers some ideas as to the cause of the behavior issues for all of the kids:

"I

guess they are

justbehaviorproblems and it's just the unstrucfured setting, and even the really

good quieter kids are starting to be behavior problems because it's OK to do in that class . .

.

whatever." Jennifer atkibutes causation for the difficulties to issues with teacher practices and
the lack of structure and high expectations in the classroom. Again, we find a situation in which

negative aspects of student engagement are not blamed on the students, but rather, on classroom
design and the practices of educators.
We thus find that educators saw many positive outcomes for students in inclusive settings

with regards to their social development. Outcomes may include a sense of belonging with their
general education peers, a greater connection to the general environment and the existing

classroom community, as well as the benefit of viewing the actions of peer role models. In

addition, students may behave in a more acceptable manner in general settings, as they want to
build positive connections with general education peers. Teachers generally viewed behavior of
sfudents in their inclusion courses as similar

if not better than their general classes, and the only

negative behavior observed may relate to co-teaching techniques, rather than to deficits or

disabilities among students.
Academic Outcomes and Shrdent Achievement
One aspect of an inclusive classroom is undoubtedly a range of student

ability. Karen

described this very concisely, saying, "'we have such a wide spectrum of kids in that class," in
reference to her inclusion course. Thus, determining grades and assessing student achievement

may present educators with some difficult decisions. Throughout my research process, many
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informants made mention of concerns related to achievement of sfudents in their inclusion
courses and the grades students should be given for their work.

In addition to the previously described social outcomes for students, Karen has also
observed positive academic results for students with disabilities as they engage in education

alongside their general education peers. She shares:
Something that is so great about it is that you can see these kids kind of pulling the lower
ones up? you

know? They just can really lead by example and then the other kids want to

stick with those kids so they work harder just to keep up with them. I don't know, I just

think that helps, just to see the two interact.
Karen seems to have noticed that students with lower ability levels, which may include those

with leaming disabilities or other challenges to their academic success, may feel motivated by
their placement with general peers. As they notice general education peers putting forth effort
and achieving at certain levels, they may feel inspired to do the same. Karen vehemently
expresses that this is a prominent benefit of inclusive education.

Jennifer suggests that differences in learning, related to learning disabilities or behavioral
obstacles, might necessitate a different strategy for grading student

work.

She feels grades may

need to be more focused on effort, particularly when a student has challenges related to this area

of learning. She shares, "I think grades could also be based on effort. A kid may spend hours a
night on homework and not perform well, but she spent hours. Give her the

'A." Thus, Jennifer

would prefer a grading system that is adapted for students for whom academic engagements
present a unique struggle due to identified disabilities. Emma's thoughts are in agreement with

Jennifer's. She shares that her grading system is based on effort

as

well: "I actually focus more

on effort than whether they have completed the problems correctly, just because I want to see
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that they're trying." Anne offers a rebuttal to this idea, stating that should the student decide to
pursue higher education, the college may

"look

at this transcript

with all these A's, but they don't

know it's all on effort." She also is concerned that, "that could come back and be a problem for
our kids." Through this discourse, Anne and Jennifer have highlighted the fact that grading can
be a volatile issue among educators. Thus, assigning students grades in a co-taught situation

may be another stylistic or philosophical aspect of pedagogy that educators may need to discuss
openly in order to achieve alignrnent.

In current practices, alignment of teacherphilosophies on grading is not an issue of
particular importance because general educators do all of the grading and are the only ones with
access to the computerized grade

book. Dan and Jennifer both mentioned this in our

conversations. As mentioned, pressures on Dan's schedule have led him to feel that he does not
have the time to assist with grading students. Jennifer mentions the fact that the general

education teacher does all of the grading in their co-taught situation as well, and shares concerns
as

to how she would grade assignments to which Jennifer added modifications:
For example, for one of the kids

if

an assignment is too long, I'11just cross off part of it,

because the kid is smart, but it just takes him a long

time. He just can't work fast so I just

give him half of the worksheet to do and so far she hasn't said anything bout it but I'm not
sure how she is grading it, because I just started doing that recently.

In her efforts to support a student who struggles to complete lengthy assignments due to his work
rate, Jennifer has provided a logical accofitmodation. Rather than having the ability to

subsequently grade the student's work, she is leaving it in the hands of the collaborating general

educator. Jennifer is clearly knowledgeable as to this student's ability level, and may offer some
insights as to the grade he ought to receive. She may also help to advocate for his rights through
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her knowledge of his

abilities. Collaborative grading, while it may be challenging due to

philosophical disagreements, may provide for a higher level of involvement on the part of the
special education teacher and for more accurate grading of student achievement.

Curriculum, Differcntiation and Content Area Knowledse
As mentioned, inclusive settings are most often charactenzed by students from a wide
range of ability levels. Student grades may have much to do with the varied ability levels among
students and whether the curriculum matches what the students can reasonably achieve.

A theme

that emerged as I conversed with informants was that of differentiation and the need to modify

curriculum in order to address the diverse learning needs of students in their inclusion courses.
These modifications took on many forms, including the approach of reducing the length

of

assignments. Jennifer explains a bit more about this, through an anecdote on a student who
needs this particular rnodification:

I have

a

kid who is struggling to get things done because he does it slower, but he does it

correctly. I say, shoot, don't require all of it for him. He clearly knows it, so break it in half
and let him do part of

it, and he is still doing it correctly, you know?

Thus, Jennifer feels that the rate at which a student completes assigned work should not hinder
his or her success. Rather, assignments may be shortened, while the accuracy of their
completion would remain a high priority.
Jennifer shares that differentiating assignments is something she considers part of her role

in the inclusive classroom as a special education teacher. Her reflections on this were positive,
as she says,

"it's nice because I can modify

the work and provide accommodations for the kids

who need it and I'm just right there." After further discussion, Jennifer adds that the fact that she

modifies assignments for students does not necessitate their placement together in a specific
course. Jennifer feels that students with special needs could be distributed across the general
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classes and that the general education teachers would be capable

of implementing suggested

interventions or adaptations. She explains:

I don't think there's a need to put all the kids together. The teachers we work with know
how to modify assignments, at least most of them know how. If we tell them to cut this
down or do this, they'Il do it.
Jennifer places confidence in the ability of general educators to effectively implement the
suggestions of special educators. In this wfly, special educators would act as consultants for the
teachers working with the students with identified special needs. This idea is in alignment

with

Jennifer's idea about dividing the school into teams and assigning a special educator to work

with each team.
In elaborating further on her role in supporting students in their academic success while
they are included in the general environment, Jennifer discusses the use of a different curriculum

for students during the inclusion hour. She shares that one of her inclusion classes uses a
completely different curriculum than other classes on the same subject matter within the same
grade

level. Jennifer offers her feelings on this:

The thing I really don't like is I think the classes should be like pretty much the same
throughout the day and inclusion should not be that different. I am there because I can help

modify regular assiguments. They could be the same kind of assignments with just a
different format. That's what the math teacher does where it's the same. But in another
class,

it's like a whole different plan, I think.

Here, Jennifer reiterates her thought that part of her role in her inclusion course is to assist with
the modification of regular assignrnents. She feels this is the optimal scenario, as opposed to the
use of a different curriculum for inclusion courses. She continues by saying that access to the
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general curriculum may be another purpose of inclusive instruction for students with special

needs. She states, "I think that kind of the purpose is to keep them in the curriculum. Have them
using the regular curriculumbutjustbe there to adjust

it."

Thus, providingmodifications to the

general curriculum may address some of the overall purposes of inclusive education. Jennifer

continues:
The way one of the classes it, where inclusion uses a different curriculum, it's like, why not

just have that be a special ed, class? Why not have a special ed. teacher teaching the class?
. . If we could do the same curriculum, the kids could have a norrnal experience and I could
go around like, h*y, only do this part, or skip that part. I think it would work better.
Jennifer seems to be saying that using a different curriculum with the inclusion class, one that
she describes as having

"not

as

high expectations at

a11,"

may actually transform a class called

inclusion into a variant of a separate special education class. This is to the detriment of all
students involved, and she shares that for many students, poor behavior is a result. Her

description of the student's response to the easier curriculum and the lowered expectations is,

"they're bored. They act out." Thus, negative student behavior is attributed to the fact that a
different, less rigorous curiculum is used in one of her inclusion courses.
In my conversation with Anne, she also stresses the importance of the maintenance of
high expectations for all students, including those with identified disabilities. She says:

I

say high expectations because we want these kids to be damn good at whatever they

wind

up doing. Not all will go to college, but we do need to encourage them to graduate from high
school and go on to succeed in whatever capacity they can.
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Thus, Anne equates high expectations with a greater possibility that students

will find success in

their futures. This supports Jennifer's call for higher expectations in the curriculum used in the
inclusive classroom.
The math class taught by Karen and Jennifer differs from the class using a different

curriculum in that Karen says her class uses "the exact same curriculum and we're in the exact
same

spot." Thus, the practice of using an easier curriculum for inclusion courses is not present

in this co-taught situation. Karen does add that some subtle differences may be present. She
states,

"I might cut out a couple of problems, here and there, modify it slightly, but not too

much." Her utmost goal for all students is, "you want them all to get their chance to make
progress."
Karen also shares that the math curriculum used on a dishict-wide level presents some
specific challenges not only to students with special education services, but to many groups

of

students in the school. The curriculum used, The Connected Mathematics Project, involves an
approach to mathematics that is different from the traditional presentation of concepts. Karen
describes some of the challenges the use of this curriculum presents for students:

. . . It can present a challenge to not just the special ed. kids, but really all of the kids. . . It's

really tough for the school in general. It's because we have such a high ELL population and
there is just so much reading, so a lot of those kids are immediately turned off by
also have a lot of kids that have low reading levels, whether they are special ed.

it.

Then we

ornot, and

that are in special reading classes or basic reading classes and then they see all the reading

involved in the math curiculum and they get overwhelmed.
Karen is skongly iterating the point that students with special education needs are not the only
students who face challenges due to the math curriculum. She does go on to add,

"It's

a great
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curriculum, it's just poorly matched with our population of students." Karen continues by
explaining that the curriculum may be a particular issue for students in her inclusion class,
"Because more kids struggle with

reading." She addresses this through modifications that

may implement with all of the students. She explains,

"A lot of times you really

she

have to just re-

tlpe the things yourself orre-model the wayit'spresented to the kids, modifoing everything."
Thus, she adjusts the format of the curriculum and the presentation of concepts, including
adjusting the visual presentation by re-tlping sections for students. She again mentions that this
is a practice she needs to use with all of her students, not only those involved in her inclusion

course. She says, "That goes for all of my classes, not just inclusion. You just have to change
the format so that it's even something they

will look at."

She also adds,

"It

can be time

consuming, you know?" Perhaps the development of a more student-friendly presentation

of

curriculum materials could be a task shared by the collaborating teacher. It is highly likely that
the special education teacher would be able to offer ideas on the adjustment of assignments and
materials in order to ensure the engagement of students. At this point, Karen seems to be taking
sole responsibility of the modification of assignments.

Tara, another general educator, also has done rnost of the modification of assignments
and instruction in her inclusion course. In describing her use of curriculum in her inclusion
course, she states:

I did have to adjust some things, which f've done in all of mypractices in inclusion. After
having meetings with parents and really going through the IEP's, I would change some
things, make modifications. It really just came down to the needs to differentiate what I was
teaching.
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Tara continues, emphasizing the importance of the differentiation of curriculum to meet student
needs on the part of all educators. She says, "some teachers have the thought that

it's too much

work to differentiate, or that it's not fair to the kids to make the lessons easier for some of them,
but I'rn just like, that's our j ob, and we have to do

it."

Tara makes a very important point on the

subject of modification of assignments and differentiation for diverse ability levels. Allowing
some students to complete modified versions of assignments is something that some educators

view as unfair to other students who are expected to complete the assignments without changes.
This is another matter of philosophy and the personal beliefs of educators. hr order to ensure that
the needs of students with special education services are addressed, case managers or

collaborating special education teachers may need to advocate for the necessary differentiation.
Here, Tara states that she finds this to be part of her duty as an educator.

Along with the differentiation of curriculum to address student needs, the content area
knowledge of teachers is another issue related to curriculum that some informants discussed in
the research process. Dan and Emma made particular mention of this issue. Emma said:

It can be hard too when the curriculum is covering some of the tougher concepts and the
math teachers know the concepts, but for some of the special education teachers, they really
need to review the content because they haven't worked on

it in a while, and that can be

a

challenge.

Emma has noticed that the content area knowledge may not be as readily available to special
education teachers, in that they may be working from distant memories of concepts. My
conversation with Dan supports this, as he simply says,

"I don't know, with some of this stuff,

especially in my math class, it's just been a long time." Thus, the curriculum may limit the

ability of the special education teacher to take on an active instructional role,

as they may

lack
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the basic content knowledge needed to effectively instruct students on concepts. In contrast, in

our discussion about content area knowledge, Jennifer simply says that it "hasn't been a huge

problem" in her sifuation. Thus, it seems that the subject area, grade level and educational
experiences of the collaborating special education teacher may predict the extent to which

content area knowledge presents an issue.

The Avrareness and Relevance of Student Labels
Discussing curriculum as it relates to inclusion courses undoubtedly leads into
considerations for modifications to that curriculum for students with special needs. In turn,
examining practices in modifying assignments for students brings to mind the provision

of

special education services, and the labels students have been assigned. Numerous informants
shared their thoughts on the labeling of special education students and how this relates to their
engagement in the inclusive classroom community.
The perspective of the general educators involved in this research was somewhat aligned
on the subject of student labels. The predominant theme was that the labels can be helpful in that

they provide some information about the difficulty the students may face in the classroom. In

addition, student labels may provide the avenue through which needed help may be delivered.
Karen shares a brief account of a student in her class and how his achievement increased once
she discovered that he had a special education label and needed

modifications. In discussing

whether she new all of the students with individual education plans in her class, she states, "no,

don't know if I know all of them. I know of

a couple,

I

but I guess, I don't know all of them

definitely . . ." She then continues, "And there's one that I just found out, maybe

a

month ogo,

that he's on an IEP and I was like, Oh! I didn't even know." Karen continues with her answer to
whether this sfudent was doing well in her class. She explains, "Yeah, not an
usually high 'D's or low 'C's, so you know, getting

'A'

grade, it was

by. And also, we had not been doing
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anything to modify at all, so now that I have, his grade has gone up." At this point, Karen seems
to reflect for a moment, and then she concludes,

"I

it helped that I found out about his IEP

guess

and everything." Once appropriate modifications were implemented for this individual, his
achievement level improved. Karen does not seem entirely sure that this was an exemplary

moment in her co-taught class, prefacing her conclusion with the uncertain phrase,

"I

guess."

Emma's thoughts on student labels resound with that which Karen has shared. In
discussing her awareness of student labels Emma states,

"I would

say that I probably know most

of thern . . ." Although she seems a bit more aware of labels than Karen, Emma is also unsure as
to whether she knows of all the students in her class who utilize special education services and

who are labeled. Emma continues, sharing her thoughts on her awareness of student labels:
Honestly, as a teacher, I kind of like it because at least it gives me some information about
what is going on, you know? It doesn't even matter to me if the kid knows about the label,
and the other kids shouldn't know about the label, but

if I know, that really helps me put

things in place for the kid, and approach the kid a certain way.
We thus find that Emma would like to know about the label because she finds this provides

information that can support her work with the student. She concludes, "There are just certain
strategies to use with the kids."

Karen adds at this point, that labels do not justify making particular assumptions about

students. She explains:

And it's not like you're right away assuming things, you know, like oh . . . this kid has a
behaviorproblem and they're wayof reacting is to remove themselves from the situation,
then you're not just immediately getting defensive and saying, 'you're walking out of my
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class!' There is a reason that they are behaving that w&y, and you can know what they need
to do in order to come back and function again later in

a

positive way.

Again, Karen feels that the label may help to provide the information needed to effectively
understand the needs of the students within her class. She adds that she may be likely to

mistakenly and unintentionally complicate challenging situations without knowledge of the
needs of the student. She says,

"If I didn't know

what was going on with them, I might just freak

out, probably jump to a bad conclusion and probably make the situation even worse." Her final
conclusion is, "It's good to know the label, but not advertise the label." In saying that the label
needn't be advertised, Karen seems to recognize the fact that labels can be stigmatizing for
students and should be kept private to the greatest extent possible.

Tara, the third general educator involved in my research, also shares ahout labeling and
her awareness of students in her classes with special education services. When asked about
whether she knew about the students in her class with labels, Tara states, "Nope, I didn't know in
the least. I just kind of took things as they came and tried to support all of the students." She

then adds,

"I didn't

see

IEP's for any kids, not any of that." Tara then offers her reflection on

whether or not she would have liked to know about the labels of students in her classes, and her
general feelings about the practice of labeling students:

I think it's always good to have as much information

as

you can so that you can build a

stronger relationship with the students. I mean, even with my mainstream kids, I feel like

I

wish I had the time to read through all of their files and know exactly what is going on. I feel
bad placing any type of blame on the kids when who knows what went on with them in

grade? 0r even first grade?

fifth
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Tara seems to view the label as a source of information that may support her in developing a
connection with a particular student- She also adds that understanding the needs of students can
prevent the mistaken placement of blame for their negative behaviors. This is reminiscent
what Karen shared about her propensity to make assumptions about what is occurring

if

of

she is

unaware of the label of aparticular sfudent. Tara concludes, saying "There are just things that

really help you to get to know a student, and there is information that needs to be known." She
also adds that labels ought to be kept private, but that students can also he very perceptive,

saying,

"I definitely don't think it's within

our right to tell other kids in the class, but, it seems

like they just have a tendency to figure those things out." She continues, "I can't see that really
bothering kids, though, especially at this age." This is an interesting statement, revealing that
Tara may not feel that labels are a significant source of stigmatization in her setting.

The reflections on labeling shared by special educators differ abruptly from the
conclusions of general education teachers. Jennifer shares that she is aware of the students with
special education services in her inclusion courses. In discussing the overall purposes of special
education, Jennifer brings up the subject of labeling and expresses her vehement feelings about
the subject:

I think that labeling is pretty much for the birds, because then people are like, 'Oh, he's

EBD,'andwhat does that evenmean? What's the difference? Is he goingto get other
services because he's

EBD? Maybe, maybe not. It is definitely

a stigma, and

like, LD

(learning disabled), it's like great, should this kid be called DCD (developmental cognitive
delay) or LD? Who cares? The kid needs help, so let's just give him the help, you know?
Just call

it

Sped. or SNAP (students needing alternate placement), like in Minneapolis.
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Here, Jennifer is referencing the practices of our neighboring district and is sharing her feelings
that the labels rnay not be necessary in the provision of help to students. She continues:

I mean, how many LD students do we have that are so behavioral, it is because they can't
read or is it because they are just simply behavioral? We don't
and sometimes we don't, and

now. Sometimes we know

it doesn't really matter because the kids need the help

regardless. They either need to be taught how to read or how to cope with behaviors, and
usually they need to be taught both, because it's like, I don't know, the label is just a waste.
Jennifer states that the focus should be amore individualizedlook at the needs of the student and

how these needs may be effectively addressed. Utilizing this tlpe of approach, the actual label
becomes unnecessary.

Arure's perspective aligns with Jerurifer's with regards to labeling. In her discussion

of

her inclusion course, Anne states, "I don't know who the special ed. kids are in the class." She
later continues:

I don't even find it relevant, I mean, it could help maybe, like if they had a goal on their IEP
that they needed to increase their time on task or increase in their problem solving skills,
something I could help them work on, then I would zero that in and target on those IEP goals,

but . . . it just hasn't felt really necessary yet, at least.
Anne seems somewhat undecided as to whether she would like information on which students
have labels and their subsequent education plans. Her conclusion is that

it does not feel needed

in her current situation. Anne also agrees with Jennifer's idea concerning more general labels
and she shares about the practices in Minneapolis as

well.

She says ,

" . . . Minneapolis really

looks at the whole picture, the whole child . . . I think special ed is going the way of Minneapolis
where you have to look at the whole child instead ofjust looking at test scores." Anne also adds
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that rather than telling a student, 'you're behavioral,' or 'you're learning disabled,' we may

simply say, 'You are just sfudents needing alternative programming." Thus, Anne concludes
that viewing the whole child and assigning more general labels, if any are needed, may support
the student to a greater extent.
General educators would like to know about the labels of students in order to have the

information they feel is necessary to meet student needs. In contrast, special educators may feel
that work with students will provide this information and awareness of the labels is not needed.

This may account for the lack of communication \Mith general educators as to which students
have special education services.
The discussion of labels led many educators to talk about the overall purposes of special
education as a whole for students. For Tara, the primary purpose of special education is to

provide extra help for particular students. In discussing students with labels, Tara states, "They

just need

a

little extra help to keep up and stay on track, that's all they really need." In

discussing special education services, she continues:

I think if the kid knows all about it and knows that the whole idea is to help them, and to
have the people there to help them, I think that kids are really grateful that someone is

finally

there helping them and giving them what they need. They aren't just hanging around in class

lost anymore, you know?
Thus, the purposes of special education, to provide the extra help students need in order to
succeed, maybe optimally achieved

if the student understands

the services he or she is receiving.

Anne and Jennifer also reflected on the extent to which students may take ownership

of

their special education services. This may result in greater success for students in their adult
lives, which they feel is one of the utmost purposes of special education. Jennifer shares that she
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would like to instruct students in the area of self-advocacy and the special education services
available to them. She states:

I try to explain to my kids what their IEP is, and I have this packet called "Taking Charge" . .
. I haven't used that

for a long time . . . it's like, this is what an IEP meeting is, you are

running your IEP meeting, honey. . . This is what the needs are, here is what the school can
do to help you, you know, getting kids information like that."

Jenniferseems to believe that the students should take more ownership of the special education
process, and that this may empower them to be more successful in the future. Jennifer has
observed that there is a lack of awareness among students as to what special education is and
even the fact that they are involved in education through an

IEP.

She identifies this as an

obstacle to the effective utilization of needed services by students. She says,

"Kids don't even

know that they are on IEP's. . . How can they use the service to improve their school experiences

if they don't even know they can get it?" Anne agrees with Jennifer
if in, like Resource English
IEP's?"

at this point, adding, "what

(separate, special education English) the students wrote their own

She continued, "That would help them

write

a complete sentence,

all kinds of things."

As the conversation continues, Jennifer elaborates on what she feels is the ultimate purpose

of

special education services:

It's just the way you learn, you learn differently . . . and you need to learn skategies to deal

with that. You may learn very differently, but it's not about dumb or smart, because we have
a

lot of smart kids in special ed., it just doesn't translate.

She later arrives at a conclusion about the purpose

of special ed. for students, saying, "If they

learn differently, allow them to learn differently and find a way for them to succeed with what

they've got." With regards to the future of students with special needs in education, including
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high school and possibly college, Jennifer states,

"if

you know how to advocate for yourself and

you understand your disability, you can still get through

it."

We thus find that student awareness of their individual needs may support their

utilization of special education services to a necessary extent. Student ownership of the special
education process and their ability to self-advocate may also support their future success. The
purpose of special education may be to ensure that students understand their needs and learn
strategies to utilize all available resources.

The Importance of Relatiops-hips

A final theme that emerged through my conversations with informants was the need for
connections and personal relationshipt with all students in the inclusive classroom environment.

lndividual relationships with students may support teachers in their implementation of
interventions to address student behavior and may increase student motivation with regards to

their academic success.
Anne shares that one of the most positive aspects of her experiences in her inclusive
course is her opportunity to interact with students and build relationships. She explains,

"it's

also a nice time to get to hang out with the kids and just be playful, and to build those

relationships, which are so important." She continues to say that her inclusion course is a

highlight of her day. Anne's focus on building positive relationships is based on her belief that
students benefit from individual processing

time.

She is also a person who enjoys interaction

with students very much, and the result is a positive relationship. Anne explains, "I feel like

a

lot

of kids in our school just need that personal attention and processing time." Thus, Anne's
relationship with students also involves discussing their behavioral needs and providing ongoing

guidance. She continues:
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If I can take a kid out who is just having issues,
really come up with

a

process with them, help them

fix it up and

plan, and then kind of file that away that this was their issue and this is

the plan, and be supportive of that on a day to day basis, I think that is so helpful.

Anne maintains a relationship with students in which she develops an understanding of their

individual issues through processing and planning with them. She expresses that this is
something that she plans to continue forthe sake of students. Anne adds:
That is something the regular ed. teacher doesn't have time to do, to take a kid out, process,
do a fix-it plan, and I am free to do that because I'm not responsible to teach, and my
schedule is a little freer.

Anne has found that she is able to invest more time in discussing behavioral difficulties with
students, and she has therefore been able to develop relationships with them.

Support for students in their behavioral needs is closely related to the way in which an
educator approaches students. For Tara, this is a pivotal concem and a well-founded aspect

of

her philosophy of education. In approaching students, Tara shares:

I would really focus on staying calm in my reactions and not getting frustrated. That's really
my thing, just to ask them to go back to their seats. I really try to never raise my voice at
students, to never take things to that next

level. I would never raise my voice directly at a

specific kid, so . . . it usually just comes down to going over and talking with the kid instead

of trying to address something from across the room. You're always better off talking to the

kid one-on-one, you know? I just would walk over and let them know what I expect, and
that's really what I do with all of my students.
Through this positive strategy for behavioral intervention, Tara develops strong relationships

with all of the students in her inclusion course,

as

well

as

within all of her courses. Clear
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expectations, combined with personal attention and private discussions support Tara in finding
success w'ith students. Emma also has utilized positive interventions in building relationships

with students and addressing their needs. She expressed that being open to accommodations has
helped her in finding success in her inclusion course- She worded

it

as, "we just have to be a

little more flexible."
Dan's practice revolves around the establishment and maintenance of positive
relationships with students. He focuses a great deal of energy on his connection with each of the
students, particularly those with behavioral

difficulty. He explains:

When it comes to the inclusion, for me, it all comes down to the relationship I have with the

kids. It's just all about those relationships. I don't care if you

are in special ed. or not,

if

you're in the class, you need to have a relationship with the teacher and it needs to be

positive. Especially if you have a tough time, for any of the kids. You have to have that
relationship.

In my conversations with Dan, this was the point that he expressed the most vehemently and

with the greatest conviction. Despite uncertainty with regards to co-teaching practices, Dan is
certain that relationships are crucial. Clearly, Dan's education and personal experiences have led

him to a strong belief in the power of building relationships with students.
Informants offered information concerning a variety of themes related to successful coteaching in inclusion courses. The perspectives of informants included information on stylistic
alignment, leadership and current roleso as well as their perspectives on these roles. In addition,
informants have discussed communication, role confusion, planning time, training and the
concept of 'true' inclusion. Some informants have suggested a shift in the scheduling process in
order to distribute students with special needs more broadly, making all courses inclusion
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courses. Finally, informants discussed social, behavioral and academic outcomes, curriculum
concerns, as well as student labels and relationship building with students. This collection

of

information provides numerous potential conclusions and implications for action in order to
improve co-teaching in inclusion courses at Example Middle School.
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CHAPTER-FI\IE:
IMPLI CAII ONS ANID CONCLUSI ONS
Numerous themes emerged over the course of my conversations with informants and my
examination of co-teaching in inclusive settings at Example Middle School. Along with the
emergent themes, ideas and suggestions were offered related to the improvement of practices.

At

times, there was agreement befween the perspectives and suggestions of general educators and
special educators. ln other instances, there were differing ideas. The following table compiles
the ideas and suggestions of educators on the various themes:

Current Practices and
Approaches
Leadership in cotaught situations

Roles or the duties
taken on by educators

Communication
between educators

General Education Teacher
P ersp ectives, Recommendations
and Ideas
General education teachers take the
lead on planning and instruction.
They also used terms such as "my''
class, indicating that they may feel
individual ownership. Some
general educators did say that they
would like to share leadership to a
greater extent.
General educators plan and

implement instruction with little
input from special education
teachers. Some feel that
instructional responsibilities should
be shared more equally, but add the
caveat that this would demand a
high level of stylistic alignment in
order to ensure consistency.
General educators expressed that
there was role confusion in their
classes due to a lack of
communication. They suggested a
meeting at the outset of the year to
plan what roles they will each fill
based on their individual skills. In
addition, bri ef corununic ation after
class may not be sufficient to
mitigate role confusion.

Special Education Teacher
P ersp ectives, Recommendations
and Ideas
Special educators stated that at
times they made suggestions but
that some teachers in leadership
may be 'set in their ways.'
General educators may work to
be more receptive to the ideas of
special educators.
Special education teachers
generally circulate during lessons
and offer behavioral support.
Special educators had varying
feelings about their roles. Some
appreciate the freedom of having
no teaching responsibilities.

Role confusion exists due to a
lack of communication. Special
educators would like more
information on what general
educators would like. They
would also like to be a part of the
grading process and have access
to online student grade reports.
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The provision
planning time

of

Training and the idea
of 'true' inclusion

Making all courses
inclusion courses

Social outcomes and
student behavior

Academic outcomes
and student

achievement

Curriculum concerns
and content area
knowledge

Plaruring time is definitely needed
but it would not be useful without
training on co-teaching and how it
may be optimally implemented.
Thus, the recommendation is that
collaborative planning time be
provided after relevant, practical
training. This may also provide a
forum through which questions
may be answered.
A lack of knowledge in best
practice for co-taught courses may
be best addressed through training.
In addition, informants need clarity
on what inclusion truly is.
Rather than placing so many
students in one 'inclusion' class,
students should be spread out
across the general classes and the
special education teacher would
work to provide needed
accommodations.
It is preferable for students to be
placed in general education courses
because they miss out on positive
social connections in separate
classes. Behavior is generally the
same in inclusion courses as
compared to classes without
students with special education
services, or general classes.
Students benefit academically from
placement in general classes
because students may support each
other in their engagement and
performance. Informants observed
students actually 'pulling each
other up' at times.
The general curriculum may be
used but should be adjusted for
students needing extra support.
General teachers are currently
making the adjustments, to the
benefit of all students. This
involves changing the format of
assignments or adjusting

Again, planning time is needed
along with a spirit of equal
collaboration from the general
educators. Some feel that their
time in co-taught courses is
wasted. Without an openness to
divide responsibilities equally,
roles will not change.

Training is definitely needed but
it needs to constitute more than
simply a one day workshop.
Training and support needs to be
on-going.
All classes should be 'inclusion'
classes with students with special
needs in them. The role of
special education teachers should
be to consult and provide ideas.

Students with special needs
benefit from placement as
members of general classrooms
because they can look to peer
role models. In addition, some
may actually enact more positive
social skills within general
classes.

Academic outcomes for students
may improve if grades are
decided collaboratively. This
may also increase the
engagement of special education
teachers.

Students with special needs
should have access to the general

curriculum. The collaborating
special educator would then help
modify assignments, and general
teachers also know how to
modify. Content areaknowledge
presents a challenge to special
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requirements. The curriculum used
may need to be changed in the area
of math to better address student

educators.

needs.

Awareness and
relevance of student
labels

The purpose of special
education services

The importance
relationships

of

General education teachers should
know about student labels because
this can provide a source of
information. Also, knowing that
the student has a label may mean
that the students receive the
services they need in their classes.
This impacts grades.
The purpose of special education
should be to offer the student help
he or she needs. L: this w&y, they
will not feel lost in their courses.
They will most likely feel grateful
for the support. Students should
understand that the whole idea is to
help them.
Students should be approached in a
calm way and individual
discussions with them may help to
support them. This rnay result in
positive relationships. Also, some
students demand that teachers be
more flexible in their enforcement
of classroom rules and limits.

Labels are not helpful because
they do not offer a picture of the
whole child and an honest look
at the needs. Therefore, it is not
relevant to know which students
have labels. A11 students are
supported.
The purpose of special education
is to prepare students to excel in
whatever field they choose in
their adult lives. Thus, students
should be empowered to take
more ownership over the
process.

Relationships with students are
vastly important and students
should be given individual
attention and processing time.
Teachers need to focus on
relationships with al1 students in
order to effectively ensure
SUCCCSS.

The suggestions of educators generally concurred on the topics of role confusion,
communication, planning time, training, making all courses inclusion courses, social and
academic outcomes, curriculum and differentiation, and the importance of relationships. Various
recofllmendations were offered in these areas. A lack of alignment in perspectives was found in
the areas of leadership in co-taught classes, curent roles or duties, awareness and relevance

of

student labels, and the purposes of special education services. In the areas in which
disagreement occurred, recofirmendations and action steps

will

consider both perspectives on the

issue. The following are recommendations for actions steps that may be implemented in order to
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improve co-teaching in inclusive situations at Example Middle School. These steps may require
actions on the part of numerous staff members including teachers, administrators, counselors,
and

p

araprofes sionals.

Action Step One: Develop Shared I,eaders.hip
As stated, current leadership in inclusion courses rests in the hands of general education
teachers. There may be numerous reasons for this occurrence. First, inclusion courses take place

in the classrooms of general education teachers, meaning that general teachers create the physical
leaming environment. Aspects of the classroom such as posters on the walls, placement

of

desks, mailboxes for assignments and even subtleties such as opened or closed window blinds
are determined by the general education teacher. Second, the general education teacher has the

benefit of working with the curriculum daily for numerous classes. While a special education
teacher may be planning for a low level English class, a mid-level reading class and a math class,
the general educator is most often working with one curriculum within a particular subject area.

The general educator also has direct access to the curriculum materials and keeps them within

their room. Thus, leadership in the area of planning falls to the general educator as they are
preparing the same curticulum for their other classes. A third reason for the decision-making

role of general education teachers, particularly with regards to instruction, is that this is what
emerged early in the implementation of co-taught courses at Example Middle School. Often,

practices in education are enacted because this is what has gone on and there is not enough

knowledge available on how changes may lead to improvement. General education teachers
taking on leadership may have much to do with the fact that this was the way in which inclusion
was

initially implemented.
The development of effective collaboration would mean that educators view each other as

co-contributors with valuable insights to share. It is natural that general educators may have a
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greater amount of content area knowledge, in that their post-secondary course of study most

likely focused on the area in which they are teaching. In addition, their instructional experience
is most likely within this particular field, while a special educator may instruct students in

various areas and at different levels of ability.
Special education teachers may have a great deal of valuable information to offer in other
areas that are

highly influential in the classroom. For example, special education teachers are

instructed in effective ways to modify assignments and tasks to address the varied needs

of

students. In addition, special education teachers may have expertise in behavioral support and
may offer a unique perspective on the way in which challenging behaviors could be addressed in
the classroom. Special education teachers also have a particular understanding of procedural

practices in special ed.ucation and the subtleties included in the individual education plans

of

students. Thus, they may help general educators to understand this aspect of special education
and to implement accommodations within the classroom. Special education teachers may also
possess knowledge as to strategies students

with specific limitations may use in order to succeed

in academic areas.
Realizing that either educator possesses a valuable knowledge base, teachers should
develop a situation in which they both take ownership over the co-taught course and view it as an

important aspect of their daily schedule. This shared ownership means that special education
teachers need to become more involved in some aspects of classroom operations. In addition,
general education teachers need to be open to the suggestions and ideas of special education
teachers and may need to give up some of the control they currently possess. Some general

education teachers have admitted that relinquishing control can be a challenge. This is
understandable in that general educators control the curriculum preparation and the physical
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classroom environment. In addition, general educators may be teaching the same curriculum to
other groups of students during the day, without the assistance of the additional teacher.
However, informants in this body of research generally understand that the division of leadership
needs to be more equal to the benefit of all students and staff members involved.

Action Step Two: Revisejhe Divisiogof Resporuibilides
The current situation in inclusion courses at Example Middle School involves general
educators planning and implementing almost all instruction. One special educator does engage

in instructing students for five minutes on a daily basis,

as

well

as occasional

instruction of

lessons in her inclusion courses. This is a very small percentage of the inclusion course hour,
and thus,

it

can be concluded that special education teachers are not

highly involved in

implementing instruction.
Perspectives on the division of planning and instructional tasks were not entirely aligned.
Some special educators appreciate the fact that they do not have to teach so that they can work to

support students in their engagement and process with students concerning their behavior. Other
special educators, as well as general educators, recognized that the current situation does not
make optimal use of the additional teacher in the classroom, and that offering that person an

instructional role may be helpful.

It is likely that general educators will continue to take

a leading role in the area

of

planning the curriculum materials for the day. This is because they do have a greater deal of
content area knowledge, and they may be planning for more than one class each day that uses the
same

curriculum. The conclusion is that if theyneed to plan for another course using the same

curriculum, it is most efficient for them to plan for the inclusion course as well. The role of the
special education teacher in planning may be to take that which will be taught and adjust it to
meet the needs of some particular students. Perhaps a student would benefit from a larger print
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version of the text for class that day. Maybe another student needs a version of a reading
passage

with simpler vocabulary. A modified version of a test or quiz may be written. Lr order

for this modification to occur in planning for instruction, the special education teacher needs to
be aware of what sections of the curriculum

will

be taught on each

duy. In addition, the special

education teacher needs this information in time to create modified versions of the assignments
or tests.
Thus, the recommendation is that general educators continue to plan for instruction in a
general sense. Once they have planned for the following day or for the week, they would give

this information to the special education teacher in a timely fashion. The special educator would
then make the necessary modifications and determine which students

will utilizethe

adjusted

versions of the work. In this way, special education teachers would be more highly engaged in
planning and their expertise may be more effectively utilized. Discussion may also take place
concerning curriculum concerns, and general educators and special educators may make
decisions collaboratively concerning this.

With regards to instruction,

a conclusive

point is that to the greatest extent possible,

special education teachers should teach students for at least part of the hour. The situation in

which the special education teacher started class with the warm-up, and the general educator
followed with the content area instruction for the day, seemed to have very positive results. The
special education teacher felt included in the activities of the inclusion classroom and felt that
she had a significant role to

play. The general education teacher also communicated that this

was a positive aspect of their inclusion course. The student perception of the special education
teacher may involve a higher level of respect and it may offer more credibility to this position.
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ln contrast, some special education teachers shared that they eryoy the freedom that
comes from their lack of instructional duties. In this way, theycan assist inbehavioral and

academic support. Perhaps a balance between instructional duties and time to engage in
supporting students as they engage in learning would provide the optimal means through which
students may be served. Also, the extent to which the special education teachers adopt

instructional roles may vary depending on the personal preferences of educators. However, the
opportunity for special educators to share in instruction should exist.

Action Step Three: Increase Crmmunication to Mitisate Role C-onfusion
Communication between special and general educators was a prominent concem
emerging from my discussions with informants. Numerous educators felt that they do not have
an awareness of the expectations of the other person

with regards to their role. Both are

concerned with the role the other person would like them to

fill. This uncertainty

leads to

difficulty in the comfort level educators experience within their co-teaching experiences. There
is even fear that educators are speaking negatively about each other outside of the classroom
when the other is not present. These concerns need to be addressed in order to ensure a positive
experience for both educators, in which they feel mutually respected and needed.
Role confusion may be optimally minimized through the explicit definition of classroom
responsibilities and the identification of who

will carry out the tasks. Informants suggested that a

conversation take place at the outset of the school year to define the roles each

will assume. In

addition, through this conversation, educators may begin to develop a positive working
relationship in which they understand the style, beliefs, desires and skills of the otherperson.
This may also help to build a higher level of morale among teachers in relation to their coteaching experiences.
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This conversation may take on varied forms. A basic structure for this meeting may

involve the process delineated in the following table, although it is not limited to these topics:
Discussion Points
List personal strengths

List existing classroom responsibilities

List personal interests

Describe personal philosophy as it relates to all
students and supporting students with special
needs

Conclude by defining roles

Description
Compose a list, potentially in the form of a 'TChart' in which each educator identifies their
personal abilities and skills. The focus should
be how these may be of use within the
inclusive classroom.
Think through the entire span of the inclusion
course, from the time of student arrival until
students depart. What needs to occur during
this span of time? Who will distribute
materials? Teach content? Address behavioral
issues? Strive to think atread to all situations.
Continue the list, describing the roles educators
would like to assume within the classroom.
Educators should not be afraid to be honest
with their desires. Use the list of existing
responsibilities as a guide as you discuss this
_point. Do not hesitate to add needed roles.
Open discourse concerning beliefs and
philosophies may support you in developing a
mutual understanding of classroom practices.
This may also highlight differences in
philosophies that may need to be addressed in
order to ensure effective collaboration.
Compromise and negotiation may need to
occur during this discussion.
Determine which items from the list of roles
and responsibilities each educator will assume.
This again will be an open discussion
involving negotiation and some compromise.
Use the list of personal strengths and interests
to determine the roles each person will take on.

This conversation would lay the foundation through which effective co-teaching may
take place. Each educator would be

will

fully aware of the role they will take on in the classroom

have ownership in the process of determining this

and

role. This corresponds with the

previously described goal of shared leadership. Rather than allowing one educator, usually the
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general education teacher, to define the roles in the classroom, both educators

will

have the

opportunity to influence role definition.
Another issue related to communication has to do with access to the online grade-book
tool used by educators at Example Middle School. At present, only general education teachers
have access to the student information

within the computer

database, containing a

list of student

assignments, grades on these assignments, a compiled grade for the class, as well as any
assignments that are missing. Special education teachers need access to this information as well,

in that they would like to use this tool to inform students concerning their individual progress.
Although special education teachers may not have the time to assist with determining grades,
access to the information would be

highly assistive.

Action S.tep Foun Provide C.ollaborative Planning Time
In order to ensure that leadership may be shared more equally and communication may
occur to reduce role confusion, collaborative planning time is essential. In developing the
schedule for workshops prior to the outset of the school year, administrators need to define time

during which co-teachers involved in inclusion courses may engage in the conversation listed

above. Teachers engaged in co-taught courses will then be contractually obligated to invest time
in this conversation-

Most educators mentioned the need for further understanding of effective co-teaching.
This would be necessary in order for them make the best possible use of planning time. Thus,

training on effective co-teaching should involve suggestions for collaborative planning and how
this may take place most efficiently. The aforementioned role definition conversation would also
support educators in understanding how they could use planning time. Once roles have been
defined, educators may contemplate the amount of time theywill need to accomplish the defined
tasks, and the extent to which they

will confer with the collaborating teacher in filling their role.
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In the area of planning time, I also suggest on-going conversations during which
educators take time to reflect together on the events in their co-taught course. Some of the

informants involved in my research mentioned that they appreciated the opportunity to take time
at the end of their co-taught hour for discussion and reflection on the day's events. They would
share about student needs and individual progress, as well as their personal thoughts on the day.

Through this reflection, educators may also examine their practices during the hour and strive to

identify areas in which they may improve. An honest consideration of their personal
contributions may reveal areas for growth. In this way, educators may continuously and

collaboratively develop in their abilities and strategies in co-teaching.
Reflective teachers know what they are doing and why they decided to do it, and then
review the effect ofwhat was done (Parsons & Brown,2002,p.4). Thus, through collaborative
discussions aimed at identifying the reasons for particular practice, as well as a review of the
success of various approaches, teachers may discover how practice can be continuously revised.

This may be to the benefit of all students. The essential reflection process may involve
observing practice, reflecting on effectiveness and adjusting accordingly (Parsons & Brown,
2002, p.16). Withregards to instructing students, important decisions are made during the act

of

teaching and most often these decisions are based primarily on experience in a spontaneous,

intuitive manner (Schon, 1983). As teachers make these decisions, their actions affect the
experience of students. Taking time to reflect collaboratively on the intuitive decisions teachers
make during instructional activities may ensure consistency of practice with students.

fution

Step

Five: Pnrrrkle Training Including

a Discourse

on'True' Inclusion

In order for planning time to be helpful, training on various models for inclusive teaching
may be necessary. In fact, most informants identified this as paramount to their success in co-

teaching. In addition, informants revealed that this is an area that is particularly lacking at this
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time. This training should not be a one-day event attended by

a few staff members. Rather,

it

should engage all staff members who would potentially be involved in inclusive instruction. In
actuality, this should be the entire teaching staff. The training should involve on-going
accountability for the implementation of ideas, as well as instruction and suggestions on
revisions of practice over time.

In order for training to be effective, educators need to be open to receive suggestions
from trainers and open to changing their practices. As mentioned, some educators may be 'set in
their ways' with regards to practices. This may present a challenge to the effectiveness of any
training program. If educators are not willing to be reflective, honestly examining current
practices and seeking out areas in which improvement may occur, it is unlikely that training on

optimal practices will be influential.

Asdon

S-tep

Six: Distribute Students with Special Needs Across General Classes

After critically perusing the data I collected and striving to understand the perspectives of
informants, I came to realize that inclusion courses at Example Middle School are not
necessarily the least restrictive possibility, in that they may be overloaded with students with
special needs and they may be taught through a different curriculum than other general courses.

Informants seemed to agree that a broader distribution of students across general education
courses, in which the regular curriculum is utilized, may be the most effective and truly inclusive

placement for students with exceptionalities. In this wiry, students will not be placed in courses
labeled 'inclusion', but rather, they

will experience

general courses without significant

differences from the experiences of general education sfudents. The primary difference may be
the delivery of instruction through a modified format, using adjusted materials.
The practicality of this change in student scheduling would need to begin at a broad or

systematic level. The schedule would need to be changed so that it no longer included courses
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with the label 'inclusion.' This would not mean that students with exceptional needs would not
be included in general courses. Rather, the inclusion of students is implied in that their service

minutes whichrelate to the level of need, as well as the identification of anytime spent in
separate courses. As mentioned, one

definition of a truly inclusive school involves scheduling

students with special needs in general education courses all duy, during which services are

entirely provided through the support of special education teachers within the general setting

(Idol, 1997). Moving toward this type of education for students with disabilities may also mean
dividing the school into teams and assigning a special education teacher to each general
education team. This educator would serve as a consultant concerning the students with

disabilities involved in this team, acting as case manager for as many of the students as possible.
In addition, the special education teacher would be able to circulate

and.

help to implement

interventions for students. The challenge here is that this would involve an abrupt reformatting

to the current practices in special education at Example Middle School. Convincing educators,
administrators, counselors, parents and other stakeholders that this would be an effective change

maypresent a challenge. Current research (e.g.Fitch,2003; Bunch & Valeo,2004;Freeman &

Alkin,2000;

and Heath et. a1.,2004) and the perspectives of informants involved in my study

support the positive outcomes of general education placements for students with special needs,

providing a rationale for change.
Another aspect of changing the model through which inclusion is implemented has to do

with the overall purposes of inclusion and individual philosophies. For some, inclusion courses
may simply be a means through which legal requirements related to special education may be
met while students with special needs are kept in classes which are 'different' than the courses
taken by most general students. Thus, the illusion exists that students are included, when in
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actuality, they are attending a course labeled 'inclusion' which could be more aptly labeled a

'special education' course. When the majority of students in the class have disabilities and an
easier curriculum is used, the course should no longerbe

called'inclusion.' Rather, the course

has become a special education class which happens to involve a few general education students,
as

well as a general education teacher. Ultimately, students are not sharing the same experiences

as

their general education peers within the school environment. Others who feel that students

with special needs should be included in the general setting to the greatest extent possible at all
times, would favor the broad distribution of students and the utilization of general curricula.
Thus, the idea of teaming and assigning a special education teacher to each team as a means

of

support for distributed, included students with disabilities may be the most favorable option.

Action Step Seven: Place Students in Genenal Settings as Often as Possible
The suggestion that individual education planning teams place students in general
settings as often as possible is supported by the positive social and academic outcomes identified
through my research. Students with special needs have better experiences that benefit their
development in a variety of areas when their school experiences are aligned to those of general
education students. Separating sfudents and exposing them to a different, often marginal,
education is a great detriment to their personal growth and sense of self.

Socially, students in need of special services benefit from a truly inclusive educational
experience in that they may feel less isolated from their general peers (Fitch, 2003). Students are

most often acutely aware of the fact that they have been identified as having a disability while
other students have not. Thus, they may feel starkly different from their general education peers.
Placing students in separate classes may serve only to augment these feelings and the subsequent
result may be the deterioration of self esteem and a positive self concept (Fitch, 2003). This may
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lead to negative behaviors, as students grow increasingly depressed and stop feeling concerned
about their present or future success.
Students may also benefit socially from inclusive practices as they have the opportunity

to look to peer role models. My data indicates that when students are surrounded with peers who
are engaged

in learning and enacting exemplary behavioral choices, they may feel that

mimicking these students and developing more positive habits is the means through which they
may initiate and maintain friendships. According to my data, this would most likely occur in a
setting that is truly inclusive and in which students with special needs are surrounded by general
education peers.

In addition to social outcomes, numerous academic outcomes were also identified for
students with exceptional needs in general education courses.

My data indicates that students

rnay actually engage in helping each other along as they work through the same challenges
related to classroom expectations and academic content. Those with a greater proficiency in
some areas may support peers who struggle. In some instances, students with

difficulty

seemed

more recefiive to help from a peer than to help from an adult. In the instance in which this
occurred, a strong sense of classroom conlmunity existed as an essential part of student
experiences, causing all students to feel comfortable enough to expose their academic
weaknesses.

Another academic outcome for students may be that they are more highly engaged in
learning within the general education classroom, as they are exposed to a more challenging

curriculum and are held to higher expectations. They may put forth extra effort to 'keep up' with
their general education peers, rather than growing complacent among other students who are
achieving at low levels. This may be a benefit to students, as long as an atmosphere

of
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competition does not emerge. Students should never feel that they are competing with their
peers. Rather, they may simply look to their peers for inspiration. As students put forth a greater
amount of effort, their grades and achievement need to reflect this. Special educators should
have the opportunity to collaborate with general educators in the assignment of student grades to

the greatest extent possible. The special education teacher will most likely know precisely what
academic abilities the student possesses, as well as obstacles to academic perforrnance.

According to my data, evidence of effort in light of obstacles should be a consideration in
assigning grades for students.
The overall recommendation is that students with special education services attend
general education classes. Within these classes, teachers need to work to develop a strong sense

of positive cofilmunity. In addition, students should be offered the chance to work cooperatively
as often as possible, so that students may

build positive relationships and may support each other

academically, in addition to the embedded social learning that may occur from cooperative
learning experiences. Finally, my data indicates that inclusive classrooms should involve high
expectations for all students, while they engage in appropriately designed curricular experiences,
adjusted to address a variety of ability levels.

Action Step Eighu Definq Me-thods forModitring the General Curriculum
Differentiation is something that emerged as an important aspect of a truly inclusive
classroom. This is logical, in that inclusive settings involve students with arange of individual

abilities. The optimal mode for the delivery of instruction is to utilize

a general

curriculum and

to implement modifications to ensure that it is appropriate for students with lower ability levels.

This is something that most teachers in co-teaching situations currently understand. However,
there is often a lack of clarity as to who
be adjusted for students to succeed"

will make the modifications

and what precisely needs to
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General education teachers are currently making the adjustments for students. The
problem with this is that general education teachers may not have the knowledge needed to

effectively adjust curriculum for special education students. This was most likely not a key part
of their pre-service training or their on-going professional development engagements- In
addition, general education teachers are currently taking on most classroom responsibilities,
resulting in a lack of engagement on the part of special education teachers. Special education
teachers may be more highly engaged

if they were given

the responsibility to modify the general

curriculum. This would require that they possess a set of classroorn materials and that general
education teachers cortmunicate with special education teachers concerning upcoming lesson

topics. Adjustments to materials may include

a

variety of changes.

In discussing the modification of curriculum, it is important that general and special
educators continue to communicate. White the general educator needs to share about upcoming
areas

of study, the special education teacher needs to keep the general educator abreast to the

adjustments made to assignments. In addition, consultation should occur concerning the grading

of the modified assignments. Students should be held to a high level of achievement as they
work on tasks which are not completely overwhelming, leading to frustration and failure. The
primary goal of educators should be to ensure that instruction and assignments are appropriately
designed, providing for the success of all students. A1l learners need the opportunity to succeed
and differenti ation provides thi s possibility.

Action Step Nine: Develop Knowledge of Student Needs og an I-ndividual Level
In order to appropriately differentiate curriculum, educators need to possess a strong
knowledge as to sfudent academic strengths and challenges. This does not necessarily mean that
educators need to know about the labels that have been placed on students through the special

education identification process. General educators expressed that student labels can assist them
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in gathering the information they need in order to effectively serve students. However, special
educators stated that the label placed on a student is not necessarily indicative of the needs of the
student or the precise nature of the obstacles presented by his or her disability.

General education teachers work with a larger number of students than special education
I

teachers over the course of their instructional day at Example Middle School. They therefore

build and maintain relationships with a greater number of students, which may be both
demanding and overwhelming at times. General education teachers have stated that when they
discover that a student has a label and is receiving special education services, this supports them

in understanding the student in order to build a relationship. In addition, it can help them to
implement adjustments to curriculum in order to meet their needs, subsequently effecting
grading processes.
Special educators share that rather than viewing students in terms of their labeIs,
educators need to strive to understand the whole child and get to know student needs on a more

intensive, individual basis. Labels carry with them specific assumptions concerning a student's

functioning that simply cannot be avoided. In addition, labels over-simplifo the complexity of
the needs of students and may lead educators to make ill-founded assumptions. In a setting in

which educators are truly invested in meeting the needs of all students, labels become
insignificant as teachers work to meet the needs of all students.

In order to reconcile these two positions, I would recommend that general education
teachers and special education teachers strive for a greater level of communication. This

communication does not need to include a discussion of student labels. However, it is the

responsibility of the teachers to confer about the accommodations needed by a certain student,
and how these accommodations

will takeplace. This aspect of the Individual EducationPlan

is
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absolutely essential to educators in the inclusive environment, in that they are legally bound to
ensure that adaptations listed take place for students. Thus, as case managers share the specific
needs and adjustments each student requires, they ought to focus on giving this very necessary

information and avoiding a focus on student labels. The label is simply not enough information
to serve the child. In addition, the label may lead the educator to unintentionally utilize

ineffective approaches in working with students.

Action Step Ten: Focus on Buildiug Positive Relationships with All Students.

A theme underlying the entirety of my research was that of the importance of building a
strong relationship with each student. This corresponds directly to understanding the whole child
and the needs of the student outside of the didactic

label. Thus, I offer the strong

recommendation that all educators involved in inclusive teaching adopt the practice of focusing
on relationships. Students face numerous challenges as they grow and change at the middle

school level. The presence of genuinely caring, invested adults can have a powerful affect on

their personal success and development. In addition, a strong relationship with students can help
to mitigate numerous behavioral issues.
Positive relationships with students may provide a basis through which students can
develop a greater understanding of their disability and how they may work to overcome the
challenges

it may present. Relationships with students may help educators to deliver the utmost

purposes of special education, that they

will become healthy

are engaged in the special education system,

and successful adults. As students

it is critical that trusted adults work with them to

support them in understanding the system and how it can be utilized to the full advantage of the

individual. Rather than being subjected to the decisions of others, students may become the
primary decision-makers soncerning their individual needs. Students should be given the chance
to take charge of the individual education planning process, including considerations for
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placement related to inclusive courses. Students with disabilities may simply learn differently
and they need to have the chance to understand this difference and learn coping skills to support

their success. Through a caring and mutually respectful relationship with adults in the school,
students may attain this knowledge, providing for future success.

The lYeed for Systematic Change
The preceding action steps ernerged from the data collected through my research process.
Perspectives of staff members include a call for many changes to current practices.

An

underlying theme to rnost of these changes is a shift in the attitude or philosophical approach to
the implementation of inclusion for students with special needs. Rather than placing students

in

specific classes that have been entitled "inclusion" classes, students should be engaged in general
classes without any apparent difference from general education courses. This does not mean that

the additional teacher should not be present. It simply means that the course would be generally
considered a regular class in which some extra support is available.

As mentioned, abelief in the inclusion of students with special needs maybe an essential
requirement to ensure collaborative practices (Brownell et. a1., 2006). Thus, general attitudes

of

staff members, including administrators, need to view inclusion as a viable means for educating
students with disabilities.

A strong belief in the effectiveness of this model,

and thepotential for

great student gains in many areas, may support the further placement of students in truly general,

or inclusive, settings.

A foundational belief in inclusion could provide

a foundation for the occurrence

of

positive change. The initial process may involve a generalized shift in perceptions concerning
the education of individuals with exceptional needs involving a priority on their inclusion as
natural members of classroom communities. Subsequent logistical and practical changes would
need to occur as well, in the form of the aforementioned action steps including collaborative and
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creative planning, training on effective practice, a focus on scheduling students in general
courses and a priority on relationships rather than labels. In order for these action steps to occur,

strong leadership is needed on the part of administrators in that their attitudes toward inclusion
may extensively influence the perceptions of the general faculty. Administrators may also need
to identifyteachers with strong leadership abilities to cultivate the interest of other staff members

in the practice of co-teaching in inclusive settings. These teachers may support colleagues in
developing innovative and creative methods for addressing barriers that may limit a shift to a
more inclusive school environrnent.

Another significant role that administrators play in the movement toward a more
inclusive system at Example Middle School is that of funding decisions. Aspects of the action
steps, such as the provision of training and planning time, demand monetary consideration. The

effective implementation of co-teaching in inclusive settings should become a financial priority
for the school, despite the persistent problem of limited funding. Again, creativity and
innovation, tethered to a philosophical belief in inclusion as an optimal framework, are needed to
address financial challenges.

Questions for Fuflfier Researrh
Through my research process, numerous questions emerged from the research

I

conducted which could easily provide fodder for future study. One question of interest relates to
the nature of student disabilities and the extent to which individuals may be effectively included

in general education courses. Do sfudents with behavioral needs present general education
teachers with greater challenges than students with learning disabilities?

If

so, how can

educators address this? Perhaps teachers are more proficient in providing modifications and

implementing a flexible approach when they are adjusting practices related to academics. When
this adjustment needs to occur to address behavior, are teachers more reluctant? What supports
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are needed to ensure a greater level of inclusion

for all students with disabilities, including varied

forms of need? The predominant population addressed through my research was that of students

with learning

dis

abilities or emotional,Ibehavioral needs.

These questions relate directly to the knowledge base general education teachers possess

concerning individuals with exceptional needs. In addition, they relate to the philosophical
approach teachers take on with students. While one teacher may view an accommodation as an

empowering support for the student, another teacher may view this same practice as an enabling

crutch. How may these differences be reconciled to ensure consistency for students? Does this
need to be included in the training? Also, to what extent is there a willingness to adjust practices

for particular students, whether their difficulty relates to learning or behavioral needs?
Another question that has arisen through my research has to do with student diversity and
the number of African American students receiving special education services in separate

settings. Example Middle School is ahighlydiverse sefting inwhich stud.ents of various cultural
backgrounds receive their education. At this point in time, the school's separate setting for
students with behavioral

difficulty is composed entirely of African-American males. This may

indicate that Example Middle School is not effectively meeting the needs of this population

within the general classroom. Causation for this may be a topic for further research. However, I
feel that a school-wide rnovement toward more inclusive practices may help to mitigate the
systematic separation of these students. The overrepresentation of African American males in
separate special education settings is well documented, and

it is my hope that this will not

continue to occur in my setting. Thus, we are left with the question, how can our school be more

inclusive in the services it provides to African American males identified as having
emotional/behavioral disorders

?
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Clearly, just as my findings have yielded practical action steps for the improvement

of

co-teaching in inclusive settings, this body of research has also produced numerous questions.

As I continue in my engagement in teaching, it is my intention to act as a reflective practitioner,
considering these questions through an on-going spirit of inquiry. I also intend to share these

findings of this research and suggest the listed action steps, in the hopes that positive changes
may occur to the benefit of a1l students and educators at Example Middle School.
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CHAPTER SI}ft
SELF REFLECTION
This research took on particular meaning for me for numerous reasons. First, I am
engaged in co-teaching on a daily basis and have personally observed the affects of some of the

current issues. Second, my personal philosophy of education centers on the inclusion of students

with exceptional needs in general settings. I believe that aplethora of difficulties rnaybe
avoided, for both students and educators,

if

students are placed in a well-run, inclusive

environment in which both educators are actively engaged in teaching and all students are

involved in learning at their appropriate levels. Third, it is my hope that the current practices at
Example Middle School, which I find exclusive in many respects,

will

change in a positive way

to the benefit of students with disabilities. Fourth and 1ast15 I feel that the egregious
overrepresentation of African American boys in separate classes is gradually creating a new form

of segregated schooling. This violates the individual rights of students with exceptional needs.

My experiences in inclusion have included both positive and negative aspects. I enjoy
getting to know students from within the general population and observing their interactions with
students with disabilities. I have observed numerous instances in which students work together

to reach conlmon goals and students with greater academic proficiency support those with a

lower ability level. ln our inclusion course, students do not seem to be aware of which students
have labels and are recipients of special education services. Relationships between students are

strong and there is a strong sense of community shared by all members of the group. ln this w&y,
our course is a place in which students with special needs exist as naturally accepted members

of

the cornmunity, sharing the values and priorities of other students.

The emergence of this sense of classroom coflrmunity has occurred over time. Initial
time was not invested in building a sense of community in the classroom, and thus, it has been a
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gradual process for students as they increase in their comfort level with each other. This has
been a challenge for me because I believe skongly that cofilmunity-building needs to occur prior

to the implementation of a great deal of acad.emic lessons. I have found that investing time in

community building leads to an environment that is more highly conducive to student learning,
resulting in greater academic engagement. Mara Sapon-Shevin states that "time spent building
community is never wasted time" (Sapon-Shevin, t999, p.33). She goes on to describe the
numerous positive outcomes that can result from this investment of time (Sapon-Shevin, 1999,

p.33):
The benefits of classroom community- a sense of connectedness, trust, interresponsibility,
and safetyto takerisks- are important in and of themselves. But establishing a strong

classroom community also lays the groundwork for powerful academic growth, enabling
teachers to work on students' reading, writing, and math skills within a classroom

environment that supports acceptance of multilevel teaching, accoflrmodations, and diversity.

In addition to a higher level of participation on the part of students, and a greater comfort level
within the classroom,

a sense

of community can provide a foundation for acceptance of

individuals with exceptionalities within the group.
I have observed the affects of a strong classroom coulmunity on numerous occasions.
For example, one young man included in our sixth grade course has needs related to extreme

impulsivity. At times, this student struggles withblurting out jokes and cortments during class
and interrupting other students.

At first, students were fmstrated and annoyed with this behavior,

telling him to "shut up" at times. They even asked me questions such as, "Mrs. Jorgensen, why
doesn't he get in trouble for shouting stuff out?" After investing time in building community and
discussing the fact that every person is different and has different needs, sfudents began to reflect
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a greater level

of acceptance for this student. When he would call out in class or intemrpt them,

students would glve gentle reminders, such as, "can you tell me that in a minute?" or "remember,

we gotta listen right now." When a student asked why the student who blurted out didn't get in

trouble in the same way other students did, another student simply said, "He has different needs
than you, that's

why." This response speaks to the developing

sense of community

within the

classroom and the fact that students were beginning to possess a mutual understanding
concerning their individual differences. This also is telling of the acceptance students feel for
this individual with apparent differences. In fact, I believe that they are accepting this student

unconditionally, in that he never needed to change who he is or 'prove himself in order to win
orrer the approval of classmates. Rather, the emerging sense of community resulted in his

acceptance. Douglas Biklen writes: "Proving oneself is a common theme in the lives of people

with disabilities. It is the opposite of unconditional acceptance" (Biklen, 1992p.122). Rather
than having to prove his worth, students in our inclusion course have accepted this student with
exceptionalities.

In his discussion of individuals with disabilities having to 'prove themselves,' Biklen
continues, "For example, students must prove their eligibility for participating in typical

classes"(1992,p.L22). In many ways, the current special education system at Example Middle
School does demand that students 'prove themselves' to a certain extent. When determining the

level of course students will enroll in, restrictive options are available for students who are
identified as 'not able to make

it' in inclusive

settings due to their academic performance,

behavioral progress or the results of testing. Numerous classes involve students with disabilities
engaging in education apart from general education peers, and placement in these courses relate

to their determined inability to succeed in the general setting. The process for enrolling students
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in courses involves

a team

of professionals, the parents of the student with disabilities, and

as

often as possible, the student. Unfortunately, the greater the needs of the student with
disabilities, the less their personal opinions and feelings concerning their lives seem to be
respected and considered.

A student who

states that he can succeed in a general math class may

be disregarded in light of a low math score on a standardized assessment.

I feel that this is a

disappointing example of one way in which special education systems may disenfranchise
sfudents, rather than empower them to succeed.
One of my greatest challenges in my co-teaching experiences has been the lack of

initial

community building activities in our classroom. Instead, students have engaged entirely in the
content area curriculum without deviation. Community has developed, but the process has been

long and I do believe the sense of connectedness would be stronger if the time could be invested.
The general educator with whom I work does not share this view. Rather, he focuses on the

curriculum and is not as concerned with the social and emotional aspects of the classroom.

I

have worked to convince him that there is value in allowing students to interact socially as they

complete academic tasks. Thus, students do complete many activities with partners or small

groups. I believe in cooperative learning to the greatest extent possible, to the extent that the
classroom environment is general permeated with a sense of cooperation. Mara Sapon-Shevin

offers a vision of a cooperative classroom community:

A cooperative classroom is one in which all members work together to achieve mutual goals.
These goals can include academic learning, social problem solving, and conflict resolution . .
. the language and

principles of collaboration- working together, shared goals, mutual

support, and problem solving- infuse every activity of the classroom (Sapon-Shevin, 1999,
p.

1

1s).
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Ibelieve that this vision of a cooperative environment shouldbe the aim of every educator,
particularly when students with exceptionalities are involved in the classroom setting. The
alternate approach to cooperation is that of competition. Rather than working together, students
are encouraged to compete in their academic engagements. I believe that this is an ineffective
and potentially harmful practice in inclusive settings. Fortunately, the general educator

with

whom I teach agrees with this premise. Competition and competitive structures make diverse
classrooms even more challenging (Sapon-Shevin, 1999, p.115). Thus, I strongly feel that
cooperation is an utmost necessity in a successful co-taught course.

As students work cooperatively, I believe that all students need to be engaged as active
participants in the learning process. At present in my inclusion course, all students are expected
to participate with others during group activities and most are eager and willing to participate.

As students engage with each other, including those students with identified disabilities, I have
observed numerous moments that reflect true acceptance of others on the part of all sfudents.

Douglas Biklen writes (1992, p.121): "acceptance should mean more than passive recognition
a

of

person's presence within a group or given place. The person must be encouraged to

participate." Thus, acceptance takes on a new meaning and significance when individuals with
disabilities are actively engaged. I am pleased to say that I have observed this active engagement
on numerous occasions within the inclusive classroom.

The greatest challenge for me in my co-teaching experience has to do with the use of my

time and my engagement in supporting sfudent learning. Unfortunately, collaborative planning
time is not currently available and most days, I arrive at the inclusion course without knowledge
as to

what curricular content will be covered. In addition, I do not have the chance to adjust the

curriculum and develop modifications because I do not have access to it, nor do I have the
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chance to confer with the general education teacher to determine what may be implemented to
the benefit of students with special needs. During the class, I try to circulate and support
students in their work to the greatest extent possible. However, there are often expansive periods

of time during which the general education teacher is at the head of the class engaging in direct
instruction as students are expected to listen quietly. This may occur for entire class periods at

times. Some students may grow restless and need my support, in that sitting passively for such
long periods can present a challenge.

During such sessions, ffiy role is to ensure that all students are following along and are on
task. Most often, all students are payrng attention and engaglng in listening. The result is that
sit near the back of the class and

I am not of particular

use at this

I

time. In that the general

education teacher is not available as he is instructing the students, I am not able to use this time

for collaborative planning. I have a great deal of difficulty with this situation, in that I prefer to
be actively engaged with students as much as possible and

I do not like to be passive and seated.

The curriculum used in the math class is very different than other math curriculums I have

utilized, and the general education teacher has had a great deal of training in how to instruct
students using the materials. Therefore,

it is not currently preferable for me to teach some

lessons because I do not have the knowledge that the general educator possesses concerning

curriculum imp lementation.
The achievement of stylistic alignment has been another challenge for me in my inclusion
course, in that my style differs greatly from that of the general education teacher with whom

I

collaborate. This is another reason I have not stepped forward and advocated for more
instructional responsibilities. I fear that my style differs from that of the general education
teacher so greatly, the students would feel confusion and the results would be detrimental. In
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addition, instructing students in the presence of a person whose practice differs from mine so
greatly may bring out personal insecurities. Fears that the other teacher will judge my abilities as
an educator may be holding me back from taking on a higher level of instructional tasks. I do

rcalize that fearing the judgment of the other teacher is somewhat unjustified. However, I also
need to honestly reflect on the sense of vulnerability that can accompany a co-taught setting. In

many ways, I have developed as an educator in an isolated format. My current instruction
usually involves only one other adult, a paraprofessional. I do not experience the same fears

of

judgment concerningthe paraprofessionals, in that most of them alignto my style and express
that they enjoy their work in my classes. In addition, paraprofessionals are not typically hained
to the same extent as teachers, and thus, I may not feel as intimidated by their critiques. It is
possible that this even relates to the status of paraprofessionals as support personnel, rather than
co-teachers engaged in the same endeavors as

I am.

Fears of the perceptions of the other

educator, with fuIl training and licensure and a well-established teaching style of his own, may
be limiting my engagement in taking a leadership role in the areaof instruction.

I believe that another reason for my fears has to do with the subjective nature of
pedagogy and a lack of clear definitions concernirrg what good teaching is and which stylistic
approach is

optimal. Some may argue that excellence in pedagogy has to do with good

technique, in which a set of clearly defined approaches are utilized with uniformity. In his book
The Courage to Teach, ParkerPalmer offers his belief concerning the origin and components

of

excellence in teaching. He states: "good teaching cannot be reduced to technique; good teaching
comes from the identity and integrity of the teacher" (1998, p.10). Under this definition, good

teaching could take on varied forms, dependent upon the extent to which the teacher infuses his
or her practice with their individual attributes and their adherence to ethics. The suggestion that
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excellence in teaching is tied to individual identity implies that instructing students a highly
personal act. Thus, stylistic aspects of teaching may he difficult for educators to change, in that
they may relate to established personality traits. This may also explain my fear ofjudgment

judging my
from the collaborating teacher. Should he judge my teaching style, he may also be
very personality.
We thus find that I have experienced numerous positive and negative aspects of current
co-teaching at Example Middle School, within inclusion courses. As I discovered the need for
improvement in inclusive practices, I chose to engage in a research process in which I examined

role
the perspectives of my colleagues as they engaged in similar situations. In reflecting on my
in the research process, I find the need to reveal some of my personal philosophies concerning
the education of students

with exceptional needs. I reveal

these personal beliefs because they

may have influenced my role in the research process.

I vehemently believe that educating students with exceptionalities within the general
setting is the optimal mode for addressing nearly all obstacles students may have- As
demonstrated, research supports the benefits of inclusive education for students with exceptional

needs. In addition, the perspectives of informants involved in my research involved an emphasis
on placing students in general settings. Informants suggested reasons such as the individual
sense of self students

with disabilities may develop

general peers, and the fact that students

as they experience

their education alongside

with disabilities will not miss out on social connections.

I agree with all of the reasons informants offered concerning the benefits of inclusion both
academically and sociallY.

My reasons for my belief in inclusion extend beyond the ideas mentioned by informants.
My personal experiences have served to fortify my belief in inclusion

as

I have observed
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progranrming, and student reactions to programming, in a wide variety of special education

settings. Across these settings, students were subjected to varying levels of restriction from
access to the general education curriculum and general education peers.

My initial experience in

the field of special education was employment as a paraprofessional in a self-contained program

for students with an emotional/behavioral label. Within this setting, students were kept separate
from general education peers for a majority of their school day and were required to be
accompanied by a paraprofessional during any time they spent with general peers-

I observed that students in this setting learned a great deal during their time in the
program. Unfortunately, the tearning I am referring to has nothing to do with academic
development. In fact, most students were remiss to progress significantly in academic areas
during my time working in the program. The learning I am referring to is that of acquiring
additional negative behaviors from their classmates. Students with a tendency to struggle in the
area of behavior are presented

students with the same

with

an unjustified challenge when placed alongside other

difficulty. Rather than building social connections with positive peer role

models, students seemed to decide that since other students in the program were violating rules,
they would join in this activity. The marginal curriculum utilized in the program bred boredom

which I believe would drive any person to misbehave.
The result was a group of students who were not interested in academic engagement and

who seemed to give up on attempting pro-social behaviors. The best I could do with these
students was to build a caring relationship with each of them and convince them to work to leave
the program. This is again reminiscent of the aforementioned point concerning the need for

individuals with disabilities to 'prove themselves.' Unfortunately, students were not allowed any
autonomy and the decisions concerning placement were entirely made by educators and parents.
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The program involved a system through which students could move up levels and eventually exit
the program. During three years, I never observed a student successfully leave the program

entirely, which I feel is evidence that the level system was devised to guarantee student failure.
In contrast, my cument setting has offered me the opportunity to observe some students
engaging in general education courses as naturally included members. These courses are not
those specifically identified to be 'inclusion' classes, but rather, they are general classes with one
educator and a majority of general education students. Within this context, I have observed

numerous occasions during which students with disabilities have achieved great success,

including those with behavioral challenges. I believe that this is because students have the
opportunity to build relationships with peers who engage in pro-social behaviors regularly. ln
(

addition, students are held to higher academic expectations, resulting in greater skilt
development. These positive results most often involve the subtle and private implementation of
interventions such as daily check-ins, student selected breaks as needed and suggestions for

instructional approaches. Thus, my personal experiences confirm my preference for inclusive
placements for students with disabilities. In fact, I feel that the optimal mode for the delivery

of

special education services would involve students placed in general education for the entirety

of

the school day. The role of special education teachers would be to consult with general
educators concerning intenrentions and to circulate among classes, providing support in varied

forms. This support rnay involve any students in need of help, not only those with special
education labels.

In many ways, my examination of co-teaching practices in inclusive settings has led me
to the conclusion that truly inclusive settings are not found in the courses specifically labeled

'inclusion' courses. In actuality, these courses are simply another form of a special education
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I feel that this practice is somewhat deceptive, in that

the name 'inclusion' implies that students are naturally included members of a general education

community. It is my feeling that truly inclusive classes would not need to be laheled as such.
Too often, special education extends beyond the idea of aparticular service or set

of

accofllmodations to constitute an actual place or location within school settings. I feel that truly

included students would not receive their education exclusively in specified settings within the
school, including separate classes as well as classes labeled 'inclusion.' Rather, included
students with special needs would engage

in a general education schedule, similar to any general

education student, and serice delivery would occur within this setting. In my approximation,
the current system plaues students in a somewhat restrictive setting, in that

'inclusion,'uses

a

it is labeled

different curriculum and involves an unusual number of students with special

needs, under the guise that this setting is an 'inclusion' course.

Another personal belief I have developed through my experiences concerning inclusion is
that African-American students are often unjustly identified for placement in separate programs.

I believe that this is a population that is often misunderstood by teachers, counselors and school
administrators. Unfortunately, the lack of effective strategies for this population often leads to
their referral for special education services for behavioral disorders. This is evident in the
current situation at Example Middle School. As mentioned, all of the students inthe school's
separate program for students

with emotional./behavioral disorders are African American males.

In addition, separate classes for students with learning disabilities involve a vast majority of

African American students

as

well. This

experiencing inclusion at present.

speaks to the fact that this population is not
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Most educators and individuals would agree that segregation, and the premise of
education that is 'separate but equal,' are practices that are deplorable acts of rights violation for
those subjected to them. However, African American students are consistently identified as

disabled and placed apart from general education students at an astonishing rate. I am personally
disturbed by the fact that 100% of students in the self-contained program in my setting are

African-American. It may be argued that this just happens to be the racial identity of the
students who engage in behaviors that teachers and administrators should not tolerate in the
general setting.

I feel that causation for this appalling practice

has to do

with the design of

school settings and the fact that the school has created a mold that defines a desirable or wellbehaved student in a particular

way. When students do not fit into this mold referrals to special

education due to a suspected emotional,/behavioral disorder most often result. As educators
engage in reflection and honestly examine practice to seek out areas for improvement, I would

implore them to consider their options carefully prior to referring a sfudent to special education
for a behavior problem. Often, investing time in a caring relationship and implementing
carefully-crafted pre-referral interventions can prevent the labeling and separate placement of
students with

difficulty fitting into the school's mold.

A movement toward inclusion should constitute changes on a school-wide basis. This
would mean that teachers and administrators would need to offer students from separate
programs the opportunity to engage in general education courses. In this way, a classroom
consisting entirely of African-American students referred for their behavior would not continue
to exist.
These reflections sufilmarrze many of my personal beliefs concerning the inclusion

of

students with special needs and current practices at Example Middle School. In order to uphold
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the integrity of my research, I took exceptional care during the data collection process to ensure

that I did not interject these strong opinions. I maintained the goal to capture the honest
perspectives of informants in order to ensure the applicability and credibility of my findings.
Consequently, many educators involved in the research process offered ideas with which I agree.

At times, their statements differed from my personal philosophies or opinions. As I think back
on my role in the research process, I remember that I needed to resist urges to make statements

that would lead the informant in a particular direction. This was not a natural practice,

particularly because informants are also my colleagues and friends. Rather than conversing as
usual, I sought to take on a neutral role and allow them to elaborate on their perspectives.

I believe that the end result is a set of useful, practically applicable action steps based on
theperspectives of informants. It is myhope that individuals in leadership roles at Example

Middle School will receive this information openly and will seek to implement the suggested
steps. The prevailing theme of my findings seems to be that teachers need to develop an

individual and personal relationship with each student and each other. Through this relationship,
unique needs can be addressed through caring and collaboration. Separate settings and

stigmatizing labels are not the optimal method through which the ultimate purposes of special
education services may be realized for students. This paramount purpose is to provide for
student success, both academically and socially, in their future lives.
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